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-\ MOLDING A MEETING AGAINST HIS WISHES JOHNSON IS IMPOSE 816 DEALAGAIN NOMINATED FOR GOVERNOR.
OF REPRESENTATIVES OF ALL
THE TOBACCO ASSOCIATIONS
May Form Combination to Handle
Pooled Tobacco.— Relief From
Night Riders is Pre&cted.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky., Aug.
20.—Representatives of all the to-
bacco associations of Kentucky,
Ohio, West Virginia, Tennessee and'
Indiana are meeting here today to
form a combination of all the organ-
izations to handle pooled crops.
President Davenport, of the tobacco
department of the Society of Equity,
is presiding.
Expect Good Results.
Today's Courier-Journal says:
Following a conference with Lieut.
Col. James P. Gregory, of the First
Kentucky Regiment at The Seel
bach, last night, Maj. P. P. Johns-
ton, adjutant general of the Ken-
tucky state guards, left fcir the west-
ern section of the state, and during
his absence will visit Hopkinsville,
Eddyville Russellville and other
points where troops are stationed.
•dik Neither the Adjutant General nor
Lieut. Col. Gregory would discuss
1140. the nater of their conference at its
termination, and the former was
exceedingly cautious regarding any
statement he might make on the
situation in the tobacco district or
the feature movement of the soldiers.
It was hinted last night that a move-
ment was on foot whereby an or-
ganization was in course (of forma-
tion by all of the tobacco men of
Western Kentucky to put a stop to
Night Rider depredations, and this
was confirmed by Adjt. Gen. John-
• ston, who said that such a move-
ment would likely be brought to a
bead at meeting of the representa-
tives of all of the associations at
Bowling Green today. Gen. John-
ston said that while he would not
stop off at Bowling Green, especially
;or that meeting, he had other bust-
ness there, and would likely be pres-
ent to hear what the tobacco men
had to say regarding the restoration
.of peace and good order in Ken-
tucky.
GRAIN MARKET
Wheat Open High Low Close
'May . 98% 98 983 98%
Sept... 93% 943. 93% 93%
:Dec  91% 95 91% 94;74
Corn
May 643i 643 63Yi 6374
• Sept'  Tr% 78% 77% 77%
Oats
May 50% 50% 49% 50%
• Sept 48% 49 4S 8% 483
• Pork
• Oct 14.90 15.02 14.90 14.97
Sep 14.80 14.67 14.80 14.86
L trd
Oct.. 9.35 9.37 9.32
Set) .... 9.25 9.27 9.22
Methodist Conference.
Convention Goes Wild When His
Name is Mentioned.
HIS ACCEP FANCE IS IN DOUBT.
MINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 20.—Gov.
John A. Johnson was nominated
for governor by acclamation, follow-
ing one of the wildest demonstra-
tions in the history of the state.
When Mayor Dan W. Layer an-
nounced the name of Jcbnison in his
nominating speech the house went
wild, and for one hour the delegates
and hundreds of visitors, among
them many women, shouted and
marched and flung flags and banners .
about the conventinn hall.
When the fact was brought to his I
attention that he might be made the ,
nominee, despite his protests, Gov.
Johnson said that if he was nomin-
ated the ticket would be without a
head, for he could not lift a finger to
further candidacy.
After the nomination for govern-
or was made the platform was read.
The resolutions presented indorse
the establishmentlof the harvest ma-
chinery plant at the state prison at
Stillwater, favor the election of
United States senators by popular
vote, and indorse the initiative and
• AO!:
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GOV. JOHN A. JOHNSON.
referendum.
Will He Accept?
ST.PAUL, Minn., Aug, 20.—When
asked if he would accept the nomi-
nation '3onferred oil him today by
the Democratic state convention,
Gov. Johnson said:
"I have not been officially notified
of my nomination. I have nothing
to say.
Ambiout People and
A Thought For the Day.
: A young man who combines
: personal agreeableness with
: the ability to do things is apt
: to find that things come his
. way. .
—W. J. Beecher.
John Harpole. who for several
years has been engineevr and elec-
trician at the Hopkinsville asylum,
has returned to Bowling Green to
spend a few days. Mr. Harpole lost
his office on account of the Republi-
cans taking charge.—Bowling Green
News.
The annual encampment of the
Kentucky national guard will be
held this year about the middle of
September at Earlington. The en-
campment this year will be one of
the most complete ever held by the
state militia and arrangements are
being made by the officers of the
guard to improve in every way over
former encampments. One of the
finest target ranges in the country is
located at Earlington and the state
is now building barracks at Earling-
ton.
Gov. Willson has called a meeting
of the educational commissioners to
be held at Frankfort on September
3, when the commission will organize
9.35 and begin its work. The principal
9.25 purpose of the commission is to de-
vise a method by which the efficien-
cy of the common schools can be ir-
creased.
Preparations are being made for
entertaining the Louisville confer-
ence of the Methodist Episcopal
church, South, which meets in Ow-
ensboro during the third week in
September, and which will be the
largest religious gathering ever held
in Owensboro. A meeting of the
lbs; pastors of Methodist churches, to-
gether with the presiding elder, was
held Tuesday afternoon for the pur-
pose of malting plaus for entertain-
ing the annIbll conference.
Nearly 400 ministers will be in at-
tendance, besides a large number of
laymen. A large number of laymen
' are. of course, officially connected
with the conference and a great
many more will attend as onlookers.
There will be numerous delegations
from churches to solicit the powers
that be for certain preachers. Mem-
bers of all the various church boards
will be in attendance.—Owensboro
Messenger.
Night School
Night and day school will begin
Monday, August 31, 1908. Cumb.
plesue 272.
FOX'S BUSINESS COLLEGE.
begir
If anybody can beat this radish we
want t) hear from him. Mrs. Mary
A. Harris, who lives near town on
the Bradshaw road, today sent to
the New Era office a white radish
which measured twelve inches in-
length, fourteen inches in circum-
ference and tips the scales at four
pounds. The radish is of the ordinary
white variety—had been stripped of
the leaves. It was as solid as a piece
of wood and would have made, a
good Indian club.
WOMAN INVADES LODGE.
HARTFORD City, Aug. 20.—A
social session of the Eagle lodge was
broken up at Montpelier Saturday
night by a woman in black. The
night being warm, the doors were
partly open, when a strange woman
walked in and took a seat near the
lodge altar. The ceremonies were
stopped and the woman was ejected.
She was:taken to a hotel where she
wan kept until herlidentity was estab-
lished. She proved to be Mrs. Chas.
Herald, of Mt. Zion, Wells county.
Her husband was sent for and she
was removed to.her home. No reas-
on is giVen for her unusual action.
BUSINESS MEN STUNG BY NE-
GRO CROOKS fseeWERIES
Covington Comes to the Front With
a Victim- Places Around Here
Notified.
Since the publication of the ac-
count of the swindling of eleven
merchants of this city by the two
negroes last Saturday night, reports
have been received from several
other towns stating that the same
scheme was successfully worked
there.
The latest report comes from Cov-
ington, a letter being received today
by Chief .bf Police Roper from G. H.
Loebker, Jr., of that place, in which
he acknowledges that he was:victim.
There, the checks were:for $12 each
signed with the name of a concrete
contractor. Mr. Loebker gave a
good description of the negro call-
ing himself Ch,arlie Bennett and
said that he believed they were Cov-
ington negroes.
Since their work here Saturday
night no trace has been found of the
negroes. Every neighboring town
has been notified of their game and
it is hoped that they will soon be ar-
rested.
Methodist Dinner
The ladies of the Methodist ch urch
will give their annual dinner at Odd
Fellows hall the first Monday in
December.
PERSONAL NOTES
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Mrs. Stanley Phillips, of Madison-
ville, is visiting Miss Daisy Nolen.
ImMiss Mollie Kennedy has returned
from a visit to Mayfield.
Mrs. Thomas Gaines, of Cadiz, is
visiting Mrs. Mattie Gaines here.
Mrs. Lula Mason and Miss Mason
are in Nashville.
Mrs. Dr. Cobb and sister, Miss
Logan, of Todd county, are shopping
in the city.
Mat F. Winfree, of Ordway, Colo.,
is visiting relatives here.
Miss Annie Ii'ruir is visiting in
Scottsville.
Mrs. Emma Stuart Watson. of
New Orleans, is the guest of Miss
Bettie Stevenson.
Col. and Mrs. Jouett Henry have
returned from a trip in the east.
•
IMPERIAL MAY BUY GROWING
CROP OF CHRISTIAN
Negotiations Said to be on Foot That
May Result in Great Sale
of Tobacco.
A prominent association farmer
and a member of the county com-
mittee informs the New Era that
the recent report to the effect that
the Imperial Tobacco company has
made a tentative offer for the grow-
ing crop of Christian county has
foundation. According to the New
Era's informant, the Imperial com-
pany has made an offer of about $9
per hundred pounds for the entire
crop grown in this county, provideil
it would be delivered to them loose.
So far it is not known whether the
offer extends to other counties or
not, but it is supposed that it does
as the twelve or fifteen million
pounds of tobacco produced in this
county would only be a beginning
for an annual purchase by the Im-
'per(al.
It is not yet knows' how such an
offer will be received by the Plant-
ers' Protective association which
controls practically the entire crop
now on the hill. Heretofore the as-
sociation has steadfastly refused to
consider the sale of tobacco in any
other form than prized in hogsheads
under the rules laid down. The Im-
perial has just as steadfastly refused
to buykthe prized tobacco as , they
claim it must be prized in a certain
manner in order to suit the English
trade and that when it is prized un-
der any other conditions it is ruined
o far.as they are concerned. Last
year the Imperial bought the entire
crop in Crittenden, Union, Hopkins,
Webster and Henderson counties,
controlled by the Stemming District
association, at the round price of $8
per hundred. The tobacco produced
in this district is regarded as being
worth from $1 to $2 more than that
raised in the stemming district.
The importance of the offer com-
ing just at this time cannot be over-
estimated. The Planters Protective
association now has on hand about
25,000 hogsheads of last year's crop
and sales are decreasing each week.
The sale of the growing crop to the
Imperial would not only get it off of
hand but would make the 1907 crop
more sought after as the balance of
the trade would have to supply
their needs from it.
THOUSANDS INVITED
GUTHRIE, Ky., Aug. 20.—Two
thousands invitations have been is-
sued by the committee on arrange'-
ments of the farmers and planters of
Todd and adjoining counties to an
old-fashioned basket picnic and
speaking on Saturday, Aug. 22, at
the fair grounds in Guthrie. The
Hon. Joseph E. Washington will be
master of ceremonies and the fol-
lowing speakers have been invited:
F. G. Ewing, A. 0. Stanley, John
Rhea, Joel Fort and John E. Gar-
ner, Jr.
At the June meeting of the board
of directors of the association it was
decided that no general rally and
barbecue would be held at Guthrie
this year on the same order as those
held in previous years. It was rec-
ommended by the board, however,
that each county hold a meeting du-
ring the summer for the purpose of
keeping the enthusiasm for the or-
ganization up to the highest point
Thi picnic at Guthrie will be of
greater significance, perhaps, than
any other held in the district. Guth-
rie is the birthplace of the organiza-
tion and headquarters since its for-
mation.
The committee on arrangements
is composed of W. C. Balee, chair-
man; J. S. Linebaugh, W. L. Poin-
dexter, M. E. Webb and Alex Har-
ris.
Social Session.
The Christian Endeavor Society ot
the First Presbyterian church will
have business meeting in lecture
room of church Friday night at 7:30
and social session at Mr. A. M. Wal-
lis on Central Avenue east.
•;•••••••'..', '
IncreaseYourCropsUSINGBY  E 
COMBINED
• FERTILIZERS!
Raw Bone and °Liana Mixture,
Dissolved Bone with Potash
and Bone Meal.
WE SELL THE
KENTUCKY WHEAT DRILL
We have it in all sizes. The Kentucky Drill has a
Cone-shaped Bearing on Disc. Guaranteed
against wear or breakage for five years.
Paris Green arid Paris Green
Sprayers!
Come in and Examine Our Goods
Before You Buy.
R A. YOST CO.
INCORPORATED
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
4,••••••
McLean College,
(Formerly South Kentucky C-)11ege.)
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
College Preparatory and College Courses. Excellent acIZ.,
vantages in Music and Art. Full faculty of ex-
perienced teachers; New England teachers
of Music. Day and boarding
pupils solicited.
SCHODL OPENS SEPTEMBER 8TH.
A. C. Kuykendall, H. (lay Smith,
Principal Boy's Department Principal Girl's Department
Watermelons
On Ice!
If something nice and cold is
what you are looking for,
telephons us.
Our Cantelopes please the
most exacting.
W T Cooper& Co.
,PAC-A 2
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BOY TORTURED
BY AWFUL HUMOR
Almost Covered with Eczema—No
Night's Rest for Nearly a Year—
Feared Lifelong Disflgurement—
All Treatments Failed and Limit
of Endurance Seemed Near.
PERFECT RECOVERY
IS DUE TO CUTICURA
With the exception of his hands and
feet, my son Clyde (thirteen years old)
was almost completely covered with
eczema. Physicians treated him for
nearly a year without helping him any.
While they were very kind and did all in
their power, yet nothing seemed to re-
lieve him. And I had tried many rem-
edies sent to me by kind friends but they
ail failed. His head, face, and heck were
covered with large scabs which he would
rub until they fell off. Then blood and
matter would run out and that would be
worse. Many a time he looked as if
his ears would drop off. Friends com-
ing to see him said that if he got well he
would be disfigured for life.
"When it seemed as if he could pos-
sibly stand it no longer, I decided to
lry Cuticura. I bought a cake of Cuti
cura Soap, a box of Cuticura Ointment,
and a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent. I
used them in the evening and that was
the first night for nearly a year that he
slept. This may sound exaggerated
to you, but in the morning there was a
great change for the better. In about
six weeks you could not have told that
he had ever had anything wrong with him.
I treated him twice a day for six months
and at present he has a fine complexion
and not a scar on his body. This story
may seem overdrawn, but neither words
nor pen can describe Clyde's suffering
and how he looked. Our leading phy-
sician, Dr. —, recommends the Cuti-
cura Remedies for eczema. Mrs. Algy
Cockburn, Shiloh, 0., June 11, 1007."
Frequent shampoos with Cuticura
Soap and weekly dressings with Cuti-
curs stop falling hair, remove crusts,
scales, and dandruff, destroy hair para-
sites, soothe irritated, itching surfaces,
stimulate the hair follicles, supply the
roots with nourishment, loosen the scalp
skin, and make the hair grow upon a
sweet, wholesome, healthy scalp, when
all other remedies fail.
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants. Children, and Adults
consists of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cuticura Ointment _(50c.) to IIPal the Skin. and
Cutkurs Resol vent (50c.). (or in the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills. 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug dr Chem.
OW Sole Prone., 
Boston, Maas.
Mailed Free, Cuticurs Book on Skin Diseases.
NIGHT RIDERS
MURRAY, Ky.,Aug. 15.—Night
Riders burned the barn of Tobe
Roberts, a former school teacher.
last night. Troops were telephoned
for, but failed to get the outlaws.
DANGER IN DELAY.
Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
For Hopkinsville People To
Neglect.
The great danger of kidney
tfoubles is that they get a firm hold
before the sufferer recognizes them.
Health is gradually undermined.
Backache, headache', nervousness,
lameness, soreness, lumbago, uri-
nary troubles, dropsy, diabetes and
Bright's disease follow in merciless
succession. Don't neglect your
kidneys. Cure the kidneys with
the certain and safe remedy, Doan's
Kidney Pills, which has cured peo-
ple right here in Hopkinsville.
Miss L. A. Hester, 826 North
Main St., Hopkinsville, K., says:
"I believe that there is little need
of anyone suffering the tortures of
backache when such an effective
remedy as Doan's Kidney Pills can
be procured at L. A. Johnson & Co's
drug store. The prompt and thor-
ough relief which followed their use
in my case has given me abiding
faith in their merits. In the sum-
mer of 1903, I was sufferqv greatly
from a soreness and lameness across
the small of my back and other
difficulties arising front a weakened
condition of my kidneys. Twe
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills was all
that was required to free me from
the distret sing pain in my back and
restore my kidneys to a healthy con-
dition. I recommend Doan's. Kid-
ney Pills and now at the end of four
years I still hold the same good
opinion of them." .
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole : gents for the
United States. Remember the name
Doan's--and take no other.
STOPS ITCHINC INSTANTLY
Eczema, Pimples. Rashes, Blotches,
Eruptions. etc.,' Quickly Eradicated
by New Skin Remedy.
Since the discovery of "A. J. M."
Prescription, the new skin remedy,
its success has exceeded the most
sanguing expectations of the dispens
era who gave it to.,the world. It has
cured thousands of cases of eczema
and cleaned the skin of facial dis-
figurements and repulsive pimples
of years' standing. The burninga
and itchings of eczema are stopped
with the first application.
In minor ,skin troubles such as
rashes, blotches, pimples, black-
heads, barber's itch, salt rheum,
Itching piles, red noses, dandruff,
oak and ivy poison, odored feet, re-
sults show after a few applications.
ion is quickly improved ver night.
A ;noddy, greasy or salloi complex-
Sold by all druggists. rice 60cts.
and $1.00. The A. J. MARTIN
MEDICINE Co., Props., Toledo,
NO GAME ON SHOP
ORDINANCE IS PASSED BY THE
CITY COUNCIL
-N•r 
Further Time is Wanted on the Sare-
teflon Question.—Committee
To See Board.
(From Saturday's Daily)
At an adjourned meeting of the
city council which was held last
night, sanitation and Sunday base-
ball were the matters that consumed
p •actically the entire session.
The notification of the board of
health that sewage must not be
dumped into Little River after Aug-
ust 26 was discussed at length. The
majority of the council belived that
the board had not given sufficient
time,and the corporation committee
was instructed to confer with the
board with a view to securing an ex-
tension of time and of settling tl e
sanitation question if possible with-
out litigation. The committee will
make its report at the regular meet-
ing of the council which' will be held
next Friday night.
Sunday baseball was probed by
councilmen and citizens who appear-
ed to protest against the sport on the
Sabbath. One proposition was that
the council should pass a resolution
calling on the authorites "to enforce
the Sunday law." Mayor Meacham
showed that there was nothin-, in
the statutes to prevent the playing
of baseball if no admission was
charged, and that the Kentucky
courts had so ruled. He said it was
not in his power to regulate the
moral ideas of anybody except as
the law provided, otherwise, he
would stop cigarette smoking and
Sunday fishing. The only way, he
said, to get at the matter was to
pass an ordinance. On motion, this
was unanimously dune and the
ordinance makes it a punishable of-
fense to play baseball on Sunday
either for amusement or profit.
The council formally accepted the
the Seventh street bridge, and the
Champion Bridge company was paid
$750 cash and a note executed for the
balance due.
SLICED OFF NOSE
- 
--
(From Saturday's Daily)
It was the green-eyed monster that
prompted Lula Wills, a dusky dam-
sel, to sharpen her razor and make a
call on Mattie Edwards, last night.
It was for social, and not shaving,
purposes that she carried the blade
with her. She knew,Mattie only too
well, and was determined to cut her
acquaintance. •
Mattie was at her home in Hub-
bardsville. Lula called , her out into
the road and, with little warning,
got busy with the razor. She sliced
off the end of Ma,ttie's nose, and re-
marked, playtully, "I guess you'll
quit sticking dat into mah business."
Then she swiped a long gash on the
Edwards woman's cheek.
Neighbors interfered in time to
prevent a tragedy. Dr. Woodard
was telephoned for, and he sewed on
the end of the victim's nose and
stitched up the gash in the cheek.
In the meantime, Lula vanished.
The police are looking for her with a
warrant charging "cutting and
wounding with intent to kill."
-
rhousanus Have Kidney ,
Trouble and Never Suspect it
Prevalency of Kidney Disease.
Most people do not realize the ararrn•
g increase and remarkaLle prevaleney
of kidney disease.
p
_ 
arek. While kidney die
orders are thc
11 , ex? most cernmen
,
, diseases that prc
veil, they arc
•4 recognized le:almost tl:epatient
sicians, who eon
tent thentslIres
via doctoring the effects, while the oriy-
Mel disease unde..mines the system.
What To Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
fulfills every wish in curing rheumatism,
pain in the back, kidneys, liver, bladder
and every part of the urinary passage.
It corrects inability to hold water
and scalding pain in passing it, or bad
effects following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overcomes chat unpleasaut ne-
cessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many
times during the night. The mild and
the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root
is soon realized. It stands the highest
for its wonderful cures of the most dis-
tressing cases. If you need a medicine
you should have the best. Sold by drug-
gists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.
You may have a sample bottle and a
nook that tells all 
,about it, both sent free  
by mail. Address Dr. .t owe- ;.1
vri ng mentionthis ape don't
,Kiltnler & Co., Bing
i
-
s 0: band
hamton, N. Y. When
Ohio.
ims, ass idis am ke any mistake, but remember the
Dyspepsia Corr name, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, andtime address, Binghamton. N. Y.
t.Peciussta Irliat van Mita
Rome of Swamp-Root.
Roycroft Philosophy By Fra Elbertus
Written in a sincere and kindly desire to help the young
who do not know, and the older ones who sometimes forget
The less you require looking after, the more able you are to stand alone and com
plete your
tasks, the greater your reward. Then if you can not enly do .r our work, but d
irect intelligently and
effectively the efforts of others, your reward is in exact ratio, and the more peop
le you etirect and
the higher the intelligence you can richly lend, the more valuable is your life.
Never carry matches loose in your pockets—have a material match-box.
Nes or use lettei paper or envelopes to figure mi or for memoranda—it shows yo
u do not realize
that the first requisite in business is economy. The same rule 'polies to bur
ning of lights that are
not needed; whether there is a meter or a "fiat rate" makes no difference—avo
id waste.
Do nor argue with customers, nor contradict them.
The man who endured everything from rude customers and got even by selling the
m a bill may
not have been actuated by the best motives, but his general policy was right
.
Always be circumsPect and courteous. Bear the faults of some, the impoliteness
 of others, and
pardon everybody sooner than yourself.
Responsibilities gravitate to the person who can shoulder them, and power flows to the m
an
who knows how. Don't worry.
The habit of borrowing small sums of money—anticipating payday—is a pernicious practice
and breaks toany 3 friendship. It is nb kindness to loan money to a profess
ional borrower.
Don't touch pencils, pens, erasers or papers on another man's desk, unless he is there. The
Golien applies well here, as elsewhere.
The love you liberate in your work is the only love you keep.
The m in with a deht he could not prevent, caused perhaps by sickness, should go frankly
 to
hi, friend or his busieess chief. Seim the money loan shalk as you would contagi
on. Poverty, dis-
courgement, temptation, too often crime, are the fruit of that sort of "confid
ential" financing.
COPYRIGHT, 1908, BY ELBERT HUBBARD
S
Kentucky State Fair Program
and Special Prizes to Be Offered.
The very handsome sum of $25,000,
supplemented by special prizes amount-
ing to $5,000 will be offered in premi-
ums at the sixth annual Kentucky
State Fair to be held on its new
grounds and in its new home the week
of Sept. 14 to 19 inclusive. In nearly
every department the prize money has
been materially increased over past
years, and as a consequence the most
attractive and liberal classification
ever presented by a fair south of the
Ohio river is offered to prospective
exhibitors. In the horse department
the prizes are 30 per cent greater and
in the mule and jack departments 25
per cent in excess of last year's list,
and still a more liberal increase in the
poultry and woman's departments.
Among the special prizes listed are
two handsome trophies presented by
the Louisville Automobile Clubs, one
for the best American carriage animal
to be judged by the standard of class-
ification provided by the United States
Department of Agriculture governing
the exhibit cf carriage horses at the
various State Fairs and Expositions
of the country, and one for the best
pair of mules owned by a Kentucky
exhibitor. The latter in addition to its
value and attractiveness is something
in the way of a novelty, in that it is
offered by an automobile organization
for an animal who the world knows to
be its strongest competitor in trade.
Other specials are the Highland Home
Cup, valued at $100, offered by Ga.:
Bros., of Pisgah, Ky., for the best and
finest saddle-bred foal of 1908: the
Montgomery Chief Special, of2ered by
Bail Bros., Versailles, Ky.. for the fin-
est and best stallion, mare or gelding.
"Any age, by Montgomery Chief: a tro
ehy offered by the American .9,3ddle
Horse Breeders' association for the
lest registered stall:on or mare not
wee three years of wee and to be
.hown in hand; a cup by Pcwieiean
3toc'e Farm for the finest s%-t-I:on.
ear? or geldinz; a 1$50 cup by Stnyeer
cf Lyndon, icy., for resdster
...hamplonsliip. and a trophy by John
'if. Sharp of Louisv!Ils for 1!!" rght
'-arness cleampicns-Tlip; the Dr. Mc-
Chord c-in given by W. P. Hay - s of
'110emfic Id. Ky.. for s:erLr herd ef jack
4tock. and Amcricaa Jack Preedcrs'
Issoc'aticn Snecial for junior of
jac'e stock: the lumr1 sum of $500, do-
nated by the American Shorthcrn Cat-
tle Breeders' Association for priecs for
Thorthorn cattle, and a like amount
by the American Hereford Association
for prizes for the Hereford breed: $125
offered by the Louisville Tobacco
Warehouie Company for special prizes
for tobacco; and a grand silver loving
cup presented by the American Berk-
shire Swine Association for the best
young herd of Berkshires exhibited by
a Kentucky breeder; and numerous
gpecials for farrn_uoclucts offered by
tfi-e- Ran. M. C:Rarikiii, gate Corn
stoner of Agriculture.
Superintendents of Departments at the
Kentucky State Fair.
The most competent men available
have been appointed superintendents
of the various departments. R. H.
Lillard of Lawrenceburg has been
chosen superintendent for the Horse
Department: William Simmons of
Shepherdsville, for Mules; John H.
Good of Louisville. with R. H. Young.
Charles A. Hess and W. C. Cawthon
as assistants: for Poultry; C. H.
Thomas and Z. T. McCabe for Dogs,
Selbt H. Sale, with William H. Vetter
as assistant, for Vegetables and Mel-
ons; H. C. Lovelace of Boston, with
George D. Karsner of Lexington as
assistant, for Field Seed and Grain;
H. M. lkoman of Ghent, Ky., for To-
bacco; M. F. Johnson of Buechel, Hor-
ticulture; R. H. Tacke of Lexington,
Plants and Flowers; Miss Evelyn Por-
ter of Louisville, with Miss Eva Mc-
Grew and Miss Alice Porter as assist-
ants, for Woman's Department; G. P.
Rogers of Smithland, and B. W. Neal
of Versailles as assistant, for Farm
Implements and Machinery; Harry L.
Smyser of Lyndon, for Speed Depart-
ment, and Prof. J. J. Hooper of Lex-
ington for Students' Judging Contest.
•
1 HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS.
The seventeen departments have
been placed under the management of
the various members of the State
Board of Agriculture, as follows: M.
C. Rankin, Frankfort, Poultry and
Pigeons, Horticulture, and Plants and
Flowers; M. A. Scovell, Lexington,
Dairy Cattle, Sheep and Goats, and
Co:lie Dogs; G. N. McGrew, Bayou,
Woman's Department, Farm Imple-
ments and Machinery; W. R. Moor-
man, jr., Glendeane. Beef Cattle;
Guthrie M. Wilson, Bardstown, Horses,
Mules and Jack Stock, and Speed De-
partment; Caldwell Norton, Louisville,
S vine; Desha Breckinridge, Lexing-
ton, Education; William Addams, Cyn-
thiana, Vegetables and Melons, Field
Seed and Grain, and Tobacco; John C.
C. Mayo, Paintsville, Minerals and For.
The small farmer or breeder should
not fail to enter his products at the
Kentucky State Fair. He often thinks
there will be F o many entries that he
would not have a chance for a prize.
His neighbor thinks the same. They
then feel c agrined when they go to
the Fair and see someone walk off
with a ribbon won on some specimen
much inferior to what they own.
For catalogue, entry blanks or other
Information, write J. W. Newman, Sec-
retary, 320 Paul Jones Building, Louis
ville, Ky.
WANTED
Buy Car Load or Less—Any Quantity
Butter, Eggs, Poultry, Wool,
Feathers, Ginseng, Beswax,
Tallow, Cow hides, Mule Hides 
Horse Hides and Sheep Hides
Don't fail to see us for prices. Call, write or phone
The Harlon Produce Company
Cumb. Phone 26-3, Home Phone 1322.
E. 9th St., near L. & N. Depot. HERBERT L. H
AYDON, Mgr
CONING
OTHER
Is an ordeal which all women
approach with dread, for
nothing compares to the pain
of child-birth. The thought
of the suffering in store for
her robs the expectant mother
of pleasant anticipations.
Thousands of women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
confinement of much pain and insures safety to life of mother and
child. This liniment is a God-send to women at the critical time. Not
only does Mother's Friend carry women safely through the perils of
child-birth, but it prepares
event, relieves "morning
sickness," and other dis-
the system for the coming TICER4
Atlanta. Ga.  -FRIEND 
Sold by druggists at $1 00.corn forts
. Book of valuable informa-
tion mailed free.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
The Wisdom
of Saving
Is proven in every walk of life and the
most potent fact of all is the undisput-
ed result that all men who now have
fortunes began with saving accounts.
Try it, it's an undertakin in which you
cannot possibly lose. We pay 3 per
cent. interest and open an account
with you even thougn you begin with
but a single dollar,
Commercial 4S1
Savings Bank.
Open Saturday evenings for benefit
of wage earners.
Louisville & Nashville Baku
Time Card.
NORTH.
No. 62 St. Louis Express. ..10:16 a m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast. 10:06 p m
No. 92 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6.09 am
No.r66 Hopkinsville Accom.8:56 p m
No. 94 .  6.43 p m
Corrected Jan. 13, l9'8
SOUTH
No. Si St. Louis Express... 6:19 p ri
No 63 St. Louis Fast Mail..6 :37 a rn
No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans . .11 :60 p m
No. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.7:06 a
No. 96 9 *37 am
Nos. 62 and 64 conneei: at St. Louis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south al*
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisvill.. , Ciu
cInnati and all points north and east thereof Nos. 63 amp 66 also conneoi
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to St Louis and will not carry passengers to pair ta
outh of Evansville
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta and Macon, Also Pullman sleeper ,r
te New Orleans. Connects at Guthrie for points east and westJ. C. HOOE, Agt.
I We have just completed our Delivery Station at Hopkinsville,where we are prepared to handle promptly all orders for RefinedOil, Gasoline, Lubricating Oil and Axle Grease. Our tank wagonsrun to all parts of city and county. Barrels delivered to all points.
VAVY/ .11,1•:r10.4.Y. • •
INDIAN REFINING co.
• ( Incorporated )
tionStrictly an INDEPENDENT OIL COMPANY
Ask Your Grocer to Give You India Refining Co's BLUE GRASS OIL
S. U. Wooldridge, Agt., Cumberland Phone No. 40Home Phone No. 1182
ewPg
r4 •
•
•
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WILL FIGHT CANNON
REPORTED THAT ACTIVE CRU-
SADE WILL BE STARTED
Methodists Desire the Defeat of
Uncle Joe as Speaker of the
House of Representatives.
BALTIMORE, Aug. 16.-The
Methodist Episcopal church has be-
gun an active crusade for the elec
tron of a speaker of the national
house of representatives "who will ; TOBACCO NOTES
alloW congress to vote on the 'inter- 
BULBS
BLCICBEE'S BULBS SUCCEED'
SPECIAL OFFER:
Ierki
ger'7#4
Made to build New Busineso. A
trial will make you a permanent cu.,-
tomer. Satisfaction guaranteed or your
money refunded.
Souvenir CollectiontidIdcti,7,,Bru,?."717,
the following beautiful porta Grape Hyacinth. Feather H.
'Ninth. Spring Snowflake. bars, Spanish Iris, °villa., Elparavis.
Reasaoulua, Snowdrop, Crocus,Chionodos a , Anemone, Daffodil.
Poets aye Narcissus, Darwin Tulip, Parrot Tulip, Variegated
Foliage Tulip, Oxalis, IPMIC h, B6911.0.11 sad Dwelt Hyamatts,
early aod Into Tullio., ete .
GUARANTEED TO PLEASE
Write to-day -Mention this tkijoef:
SEND 35 CENTS
W ....I portage sad pecking and MK t ,. valuable eons...ties
of Bulbs Pretrial& together with my big Illustrated. instructive,
Beautiful lised, Bulb and Plant Book. Ulla all about tie Beet
varieties of Seeds. Bulbs and Plants.
In Commoutorstioa of s ootiowoo. roolonfol bosirms
siege l$71, I will givesent free of eharge with tidal:kabalist' I
Babylonian Horned Tulip Bulb. The greatest Sorel weeder
of the aga This Bulb aloes Is worth a gamier
H. W. Buckbee 13170ars'o.D,
1/4
4111
/7 N
4t. I
UNCLE JOE CANNON.
starte liquor shipment bill.' " The
chinch, which has over three mu-
flops of communicants, has created
th Temperance Society of the
Mkithodist Episcopal church, with
authority to represent the denomi-
nation in all temperance matters.
A4 official address has been issued
to all members of the denomination
asking their co-operation. The
"sihipment bill," which has been
pepding in congress for at least five
yeSrs, does not seek to imp( se ro-
hibition oil any locality,. hut pro-
visies that liquor shipped from one
tite to another shall immediately
ocion crossing the boundary become
subject to the laws of the state into
wIrich it is consigned.
`The speaker of the national
hquse of representatives," says the
midress, "absolutely controls its
prloceedings. He is opposed to this
legislation and has used the power
oe fug office to hold it in the judi-
Ac.
clay commit tee, appointed by him,
ot} the alleged ground that it is un-
ceinstitutional."
I Deafness Cannot be Cured
14 local applications, 1143 they cannot
Itch the diseased portio
n of the
e r. There is only one way to cure
dtafness, and that is by consti-
t4tional remedies.Deafness is caused
b an inflamed condition of the mu-
c US lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hbaring,and when it is entirely
closed, Deafness is the result,and un-
Was the inflammation can be taken
tot and this tube restored to its nor-
?nal condition, hearing will be de-
s‘royed forever; nine cases out of
thin are caused by Catarrh, which is
nlathing but an inflamed condition
of the muncous surfaces.
i We will give One Hundred Dollars
fi' r any case of Deafness (caused bytarrh) that cannot be cured byHall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-
clilars free. F. H. CHENEY & Co.,
Toledo, 0.
:Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation. .For sale by Anderson &
Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated.
flow to Avoid Appendicitis.
Most victims of appendicitis axe
those who are habitually constipat-
(id. Foley's :Orino Laxative cures
chronic constipation by stimulating
tpe liver and bowels and restores the
natural action of the bowels. Foley's
Orino Laxative does not nauseate or
gripe and is mild and pleasant to
titke. Refuse substitutes. For sale
by L. A. J linson (ic Co.
Notice, Chicken Raisers
The dullness of the tobacco mar-
ket continued during the past week.
Trading was very light and there
seems to be no disposition upon the
part of the large consumers to make
purchases in quantities at present,
though the local buyers say they are
ready to fill orders as fast as they
aro received.
With the Planters' Protective as-
sociation the sales for the week were
only 40 hogsheads, the prices secur-
ed on these being up to the schedule
asked by the organizatioo. Receipts
for the week were 33 hogsheads,
making a total for the year of 6,581
hogsheads. Some regrading was
done during the week.
With the Society of Equity the
sales were only 12 hogsheads. all of
this being leaf, for which the prices
ranged from $10 to $12. No receipts
were reported.
The growing crop is rapidly ap-
proaching maturity and some of the
most advanced will probably be cut
during the coming week. Favorable
weather during the past few weeks
has brought the tobacco out wonder-
fully and the heavy dews of the
nights are giving it the desired
weight It is expected that the crop
will be an unusually fine one.
A report which could not be veri-
fied from official sources, but which
has been commented on at length, is
tc the effect that the Imperial to-
bacco company, has made a tenth.-
.tive bid for the 1908 crop in this and
possibly other counties, provided it
will be delivered to them looae.
The heaviest slump of the season
in the business of the Planters' Pro-
tective association throughout the
Dark Tobacco district is shown by
Auditor Scales report for the week
ending Aug. 8. This report shows
sales of only 400 hogsheads for the
week, with two markets 'missing,
which it is estimated w mid bring
the total up to possibly 600 hogsheads
Despite the heavy falling off, the
prices put on tt e tobacco by the or-
ganization are being steadfastly
maintained and the farmers claim
they will hold their tobacco until
these prices are realized. In the face
of the letter from Martin J. Condon,
president of the American Snuff Co.,
stating that there was no collusion
upon the part of that company with
any other for the purpose of discon-
tinuing the purchase of tobacco and
thereby bringing about a state
of dissatisfaction among the asso-
ciation members, the fact that the
heavy buying stopped so suddenly
and so generally is being comment-
ed on.
The report of Auditor Scales for
the. week ending Aug. 8 is as follows:
Hhds Total
Springfield
Clarksville ...... 140
Outline 98
Hopkinsville 28
Pad u cah 86
M urray , 6
Cadiz  ..73
Russellville .7
Princeton ....... ....•.•
7,333
ENTER A DENIAL
PRESS COMMITTEE
FOR DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN IS
ANNOUNCED
Chairman Henry Watterson Has Select-
ed a Bunch of The Representa-
tive Newspapermen.
NEW YORK, Aug. N.-Henry
Watterson, who is chairman of the
newspaper committee of the Demo-
cratic national campaign committee,
has made public the names of the
Democratic press committee of ad-
vertisement, as follows:
KENNEDY ITEMS.
Mrs. R. D. Fort, who has been
quite sick, is convalescent.
Mrs Jim McKinney is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Miller of Bowling
Green.
The Bells Sunday schoo:gave bar-
becue and picnic Saturday. There
was a large crowd and plenty of din-
ner for all.
Mr. Sidney Shaw, who has been
away some time, is quite sick at
Oklahoma City. It is hoped he will
soon be well again.
Mrs.Dr.Rollow and two daughters
are visiting Mrs. Nannie Jackson
near Ashland City.
Mr. J. G. Harris will leave • for
Oklahoma City tomorrow accom-
panied by Mr. Ray P. Smith and
several other men.
Alabma-Birniingham Age-Her-
Mrs. W. D. Elliot is in Clarksville
aid. E. W. Screws, F. P. Glass. 
today.
Arkansas-Little Rock Democrat,
C. Harper.
Colorado-Denver, Rocky Moun-
tain News, Thomas W. Patterson
Connecticut-Hartford Times, W.
0. Burr; New Haven Union, Alex-
ander Troup. 
Premiums Won By John Williams
Georgia - Atlauta Constitution, Horse At ,Burksville.
Herald,
Balm of Gilard, a horse belonging
Louisiana-New Orleans Picayune to John H. Williams. of Pembroke,
Thomas E. Davis; New Orleans
Times Democrat, Hage N. Barker.
• Main-Portland Argus, Thomas E.
Calvert.
Massachusetts - - Boston Globe.
Charles H. Taylor; Lowell Sun.J no.
N. Harrington; Wore -rater Post, F.
N. Moriarity.
Michigan-Grand;Rapids News, J.
W. Hunter.
Mississippi-Jackson, Clarion Led-
ger. R. H. Henry.
Nissouri-Kansas City Post B. J.
Sherielan; St. Louis Republic, Cha3.
R. Knapp.
Montana-He le n a Independent,
John S. M. Neill.
Nebraska- World Ht3rald, Omaha,
Gilbert H. Hitchcock.
North Carolina-Charlotte Obser-
ver, J. B. Caldwell.
Oklahoma-Oklahoma City Okla-
homan, R. E. Stafford.
Pennsylvania-Philadelphia Rec-
ord, Theodore Wright; Pittsburg
Post, Albert J. Barr.
South Carolina-Columbia State,
A. E. Gonzales; Charlestown News
and Courier, J. C. Hemphill.
Tennessee-Chattanooga News, J.
C. Rice; Knoxville Sentinel, G. F.
Milton ; Nashville American, Charles
H. Slack.
Texas-Galveston NeWs, John R.
Hedges.
Virginia-Richmond Times-Dis-
patch, Joseph Bryan.
West Virginia-Wheeling Regis-
ter, J. A. Miller.
Washington-A. J. Blethen, Se-
atttle.
Blark Howell.
Kentucky - Lexington
Desha Breckinridge.
Attention, Asthma Sufferers!
Foley's Honey and Tar will give
Immediate relief to asthma sufferers
and has cured many cases that had
refused to yield to other treatment.
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
remedy for coughs, colds and all
throat and lung treuhle. Contains
no harmful drugs. For sale by L. A.
Johnson dr Co.
TO WRECK A TRAIN
Someone placed an obstruction on
the :railroad trestle near Dawson,
the.other night, and a serious catas-
trophe\N.it s narrowly averted Th . e
people of that vicinity are terribly
6'866 ,incensed ac the quartering of sol-
3,010 diers at Dawson Springs and blame
2,872 tlie tailroad officials. Vox. some
3'808 time the trestle and railroad has
1 814 been patrolled by a gang of men so
599 close together that they could con-
tinually see one another. How an
obstruction could have been placed
on the trestle under the existing
circumstances it is hard to under-
stand.-M uhlenburg Argus.
773
772
EDDYVILLE, Ky., Aug. 18.-
County Attorney Walter Krone to-
day denied that either he or Judge
Crumbaugh circulated the report
that Circuit Judge Thomas P. Cook
and Commonwealth's AttorneyDen-
ny P. Smith were Night Riders and
had taken the oath of that organiza-
tion.
4-11-44 cures cholera, gapes, roup, SHERMAN NOTIFIEDganker and limberneck. Price 60c.
No cure, no pay. Guaranteed by
I. L. Elgin.
CURES GAPFS INSTANTLY.
i Bardstown, Ky., May 4,1908.
One drop of 4-11-44 dropped down
time bill of a gaping chicken kills the
irorm and relieves the chicken in-
iitantly. When fed in feed or water
is the best preventative I have
ever known. wiLL COOVE5. 3111
Ten Boys wanted at Forbes Man-
ij 10.. 1.0i Dyspepsia ufactoring Company.Apply to LawnSwing department.
' legmesata *bort wee 1110111. 
dtf
UTICA. N. Y., Aug. 18.-James
Schoolcraft Sherman was formally
notified today that he had been se-
lected as the vice presidential candi-
date on the Republican ticket.
Boys!
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
any case of kidney or bladder
trouble that is not beyond the reach
of medicine. No medicine can do
more. For sale by L. A. Johnson &
Co.
NAN
Dregahon gives contracts, backed by chain
of 30 Colleges, $300,000.00 capital, and 19
years success, to secure _positions unclog
reasonable conditions or refund tuition.
BOOKKEEPING Drams hon's com-petitors, by notaccepting h I t
r
positiOn, concede that he teaches mon
kkeeping in THREE months than they
to In 511.. Draughon can convince IOU.
SHORTHAND 75 perCourt Reporters
write the system of Shorthand Draughon
teaches, because they know It Is THE BEST.
FOR FREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Why
Learn Telegraphy'?" which explain all, car
)n. or writ* JNO. F. DRAUGHON, President
• DRAUGHON'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
OR also loMb BY MAW
(Incorporatad)
PADUCAH, NASHVILLE,
EVANSVILLE or BT. LOUIS
was awarded four out of five pre-
miums in the events for which he
was entered at the Burksville fair
last week.
This horse is noted for his beauty
and grace and such winnings as he
made at Burksville are nothing un-
usual for him.
COW WAS DROWNED
Under Very Unusual Circumstances
Near Honey Grove.
John Marshall, of near Honey
Grove in the eastern portion of the
county, lost a fine cow recently un
der circumstances very much out of
the ordinary.
The cow fell into a ditch in such a
manner that she was unable to ex-
tricate herself. The cow's body
filled the ditch so completely that a
small strEam of water which was
barely sufficient to trickle along the
channel, was dammed and began to
rise. The little stream was assisted
by a rain and the water rose until it
reached the cow's head and she was
drowned.
PUBLIC INVITED
To Witness Installation of Officers
Next Sunday.
•
On last Sunday night, at a meeting
called especially for the purpose, the
Goshen Cumberland Presbyterian
church of Fairview, Ky., elected the
following additional officers to the
eldership: R. F. Vaughan, Wm.
Layne, Raymond Yancey and M.
A. Gant. For deacon, Wisdom
Fulcher; for clerk, pJohn W. Wil-
kins. It was also' directed that
these officers be publicly ordained
and inst lied on next Sabbath. This
congregation is very anxious to get
everything in fine working condition
before the meetings of presbytery
and synod. The Sunday school and
, Christian Endeavor society, under
the efficient leadership of Bro. E. H.
Wade and Miss Mary Layne. re-
spectively, are reported in fine con-
dition, and altogether the outlook
for this historic old church under
the control of this newly-elected
board of officers is more promising.
Friends and members of Old Goshen
far and near are cordially invited to
be present at the preaching and pub-
lic installation at 11 o'clock on Au-
gust 23, 1908.
IPA
OLD CRIES
eet ere Afcer Separation
three Years.
of Forty-
W. R. Bringhurst, of Clarksville,
spent Sunday here with C. L. Camp-
bell. During the civil war these
men were fellow soldiers in the Con-
federate army and surrendered to-
gether at Washington, aa., at the
close of the war. This is the first
time they had seen each other sincP
that time, forty-three years ago, and
their meeting Sunday was like the
reunion of brothers.
EARTHQUAKE LSHOCK
EUREKA, Cal., Aug. N.-Three
revere earthquake shocks were felt
here this morning, but no damage
was done.
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Capital, $100,000.00
Surplus, $36,000.00 •
With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DE-
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
411 3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
of Deposit
446 HENRY C. GANT, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
H. L. McPH ERSON, Asst. Cashier 4-
Cs*** *4-* 1-1-1-
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CUT
PRICES
We have cut the price on
every article in our store.
Come and see real values
before you make your purch—
ases elsewhere.
T M. Jones.
Main Street Hopkinsville, Ky.
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so E. B. Long, President. W. T. Tandy, Cashier. •
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits •
••0•••••••••••••••••••••••••••ir
ITY BANK
We invite your
account as safe
depository for
your runds.De-
posit your val-
uable papers in
our vaults-
where they are
safe from fire
and burglars.
Capital, $60,000.00
Surplus, $75,000.00
This bank ranks among the first in the
whole state of Kentucky in proportion of
sum plus to capital.
In SURPLUS There
is S ERENGTH
First UNITED STAT ESDEPOSITARY
National
Bank
Hopkinsville, Ky
The Only National Bank in I his Community
Capital $75,000.00
Surplus. $25,000.00
Stockholders Liability $75,000.00
Has a regular Savings Bank department.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 opens an account.
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash.
•44-04-0-4044-4••••••••4444-4-044S
1111.011.4,10„ 41/11.+10....ail.-EAL.41.W.Ing"7110' d JULAILdell0,0111,4811,4411,41111.411
Bethel Female College,
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Fifty-fifth session opens September 1st, 1908. Select home school
for young women and girls. Full complement of tried teachers.
Every attention to whatever concerns true womanhood. Thorough-
ness, Comfort, Culture.
Write for Catalogue.
EDMUND HARRISON, President.
r-irr-wrwrP-are-ar-ar-ar-a ver-irirr-sevr.vr-are
You'll Wear a Smile
Like these good sports if
you smoke the
Gold Standard
5c Cigar. They make a good
fellow out of any one
II_ L. Lebkuecher.
MAKER
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JUDGE COOK AND MONEY SMITH
4RE VINDICATED BY GRAND JURY
NIGHT RIDER CHARGES ARE DE- the Hopkinsville raid. That was all
the proof. I at once, in open court
submitted the case and requested
the trial jury to return a verdict of
not guilty, which they did. I have
heard no criticism of that action,
CARD FROM THE PROSECUTOR because my acts were seen andknown of by all.. But before that
neither the people nor the governor
gave me credit for any honest pur-
pose.
In Hopkinsville. as I now remem-
ber, six indictments charging per-
sons with night riding have been re-
turned by the grand juries, includ-
ing the ease of Crenshaw, above
mentioned. Four of those cases been
tried and acquitted. In each case the
only proof of the commonwealth
connecting the defendants directly
with the crime charged was the
testimony of a single witness, who
claimed to recognize the defendant,
in some cases with a mask, in others
without it, but all in the night tiffre.
In three or four cases the common-
wealth had no circumstantial facts
at all against the defendant. In the
other case the circumstances proven
amounted to only a suspicion of
guilt. Each defendant made a strong
defense. Hence I say that under the
proof in those cases no just criticism
can be made of the verdict of the
jury in either case.
CLARED GROUNDLESS
Goes Into Details as to His Connec-
tion With Outlaws' Trial.—Will
Run Again.
MURRAY, Ky., Aug. 17.—The
grand jury of Calloway county
brought in a report exonerating
Judge Cook and Commonwealth's
Attorney Smith from having any
relation with Night Riders. The
grand jury made a through investi-
gation of rumors connecting the two
officials with the outlaw bands that
have terrorized southwestern Ken-
tucky for some time, at the sugges-
tion of Judge Cook. After the report
the special term of the Calloway
circuit court adjourned. A few hours
after adjournment a barn was burn-
ed in the county. The fire was attri-
buted to Night Riders.
The report of the grand jury is as
follows:
"We, the grand juiy of Calloway
county, August, 1908, have investi-
gated the reports regarding Judge
T. P. Cook and Commonwealth's
Attorney DennyP.Smith concerning
sight riding and have found it to be
absolutely false and no truth in it.
This 'we find after investigating
thoroughly."
"S. C. HOL(.30MB, Foreman."
For the first time since the grand
jury began its investigration Prose-
eating Attorney Denny Smith madi
astatement regarding t r e-
Made a Conviction.
At the same term of court in Hop-
kinsville I tried and convicted a
man named Wood for sending a
threatening letter, and his punish-
ment was a fine of $100 and three
months confinement in the county
jail. Only one other Night
Rider case has been tried, and that
resulted in a hung jury at Murray.
In Trigg county n:ne persoes have
been indicted for night riding and
two for sending threatening letters.
About fifty persons have been in-
dicted in Calloway county.
pott connecting him with the With the investigations made by
Night Riders. Mr. Smith says poli- fire marshal, with the soldiers here.
ties in at the bottom of it. It was not with ;detective work said to have
his purpose, he said, to again seek been done, and with all the investi-
the office, but recent developmeets gations made by the grand juries
Make it necessary. His statement is since these disorders began, no othei
as follows: cases have ever been brought to my
am contented as a rule to tram- attention except in a few instances
aux* She people's business in the where parties have been held over
eouetilanse, and to let my official to the grand juries by inferior c Nuts
acts speak for thsmselves: but in and not indicted, and some cases in
view of the fact that criticism of my Lyn county, where the grand jury
effloial nduct has been so severe failed to indict, upon the uncor-
as to result in a grandjery investigc.- roborated confession of an accom-
Uoni it be,comss iiic inhent upon me plice. All the said cases now inLyon
and other counties indicted by the
-grand juries were contieued and the
defendants each held on their bonds
for their appearance before the ilext
grand jury.
The fact that these offenders
select the daiknese aud wear 'peeks
has :been the chief trouble to th.
courts. The courts have beet)
further hampered by the fact that
these crimes have grawn out of an
industrial war. One side not being
iticlined to give proof at all and the
other side insisting upon indictment
silo conviction Upon vague and
belt! proof. Neither side treating
the courts fairly, those aoximoi to
prosecute often hamper the impar-
tial administiatimi of jusetic as much
as those not inclined to give evi-
dence. But notwithstanding
uotiditions, when preper proof ot
guilt can be had. juries can tie found
N110 will convict and send Nieto
Riders to the penitentiary, in ins
district in perhaps as large a per-
centage of .ca-es, as they do :nut-
derers.
Charges Maliciously Untrue.
DENNY P. SMITH
to depart trot?) my towel custom and
o make a public statenieet.
Firet, I desire to *ay that E am not
a. detective. • 11 the duli.M of my
effiee had r -qiiired me to he I should
have never asked for it. If the law
were to tes so changed as to require
that / now te- come a dereie lee along
with my other duties I eheuld im-
mediately resign.
Since the firer outbretk of Night
Riviera in my district. I have labored
with every grand jury and done all
that I could to have indictments re-
turned against the Night Riders,
when proof, in my judgment. justi-
Sed an indictment. When the proof
did not justify it, in my opinion. I
have unhesitatingly advised the
grand jury not to indict.
In one instance, in a special in-
vestigation of the raid upon Hop-
kinsville, one witness swore that to
the best of his knowledge and belief
he saw a man named Crenshaw in
the Hopkinsville raid, and that was
all the proof against him. I advised
the grand jury not to indict, and
tbey did not. For that I was harshly
oriticised in Hopkinsville. And the
governor, in a message to the legis-
lature, criticised both me and the
grand jury.
The Crenshaw Case
A subsequent grand jury with-
out consultation with me, indicted
Crenshaw upon the same proof.
When the case came on for trial the
same witness for the commonwealth
swore the same thing he had always
sworn, viz., to the best of his knowl-
edge and belief he saw Crenshaw in
As for the charges against me.
they are untrue and in many in-
stances maliciously untrue. Much
of the criticism has come from hon-
est people because I have failedj to
Look at things under their feelings
of passion. Many say to inc now is
the time to become a Joe Folk, little
dreaming that their appeals to my
selfish ambition only cause me to
pause and to more critically weigh
everything wnich comes through the
efforteof the impassioned andexcited
in order to make more certain that
only the guilty are _punished and
that the innocent are not drawn into
the vortex of the turmoil and pun-
ished like the guilty. I am not old.
but have been too long in public
service to be easily swept off my
feet. I desire to prosecute the guilty
and to protect tne innocent. I re-
gret that my honest critics do not
see things as I do.
Into the teeth of my mercenary
critics I hurl _defiance. If any of
them are after my political scalp
they shall have a chance to get it.
I am a candidate for re-election. I
have been for the last six months
considering the question of retiring
from public life, arid resuming the
private practice of my profession. I
am now compelled to submit my
official reeard for a verdict from my
constituents. I want a free verdict
of all the peopl• in a :primary elec-
(Incorporated)
•`I have used Chamberlain's Colic, FALLS FROM CLIFFA Faithful Friend.Cholera and Diarrhoea Reu.edy
since it was first introduced to the The remains of Si Acre Beshears
public in 1872' and have never found
one instance where a cure was not
speedily effected by its use. I have
been a commercial traveler for
The postal department has ruled eighteen years, and never start out
that the post card showing the on a trip with out this. my faithful
bodies of four negroes lynched at fi lend," says H. S. Nichols of Oak-
Russellville on August 1 hanging to 
land, Ind. Ter. When a man has
used a remedy for thirty-five years
the tree, is not mailable, he knows its value and is competent
The post cards have been sold by to speak of it. For sale by Anderson
the hundreds since the lynching.
Assistant postmaster Gus. Breathitt
secured one of the cards and sent it
in to the postal department at Wash-
ington and requested a ruling on it. List your property for sale with
This morning he received the follow- , Wood & Wood real estate agents.
lug letter which in no uncertain Office Hopper block. Telephones 74
and 14-2. ft.d-w - • -
ing iniulies which resultea in his
terms denies the rights of the mails death. e was an old Federal sol,
to the postal card. The letter reads—
. 
Post Office Department 
dier, having participated in many
Office of the Shoop's Magic Ointment. Just to
Piles helped at once with Dr. important battles of the civil war.
• 
Assistant Attorney General 
Washington 
prove it, a tri .1 box will be mailed I e eaves severe children.
•41...5011....virms...v. Ira. li, r2.4...vir:64. 
. 
on requeet, by writing Dr Shoop, - - 
_ _
) Dr. Edwards, Specialist 
August 13, 1908. Racine, Wis. Itching, smarting, 
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 inin-
- 
._,.
, 
bleeding piles. internal or external, utes sure with one of Dr Shoop'sPostmaster,
i.e
Eye, Ear, Nose and Hopkinsville, Ky.Sir:—In answer to your letter of the
) Throat. Test, made free of 8th. instent, to the Fourth Assistant
I 
i
oharge for glasses. Phoe- p Postmaster General, Division of
nix Bldg., Main St , Hop- 
: Dead Letters, you are advised that
? the post card representing the lynch-
C kitieville. Ky. p ing of four negroes is unmailable,11 and you are requested to forward to
/ ? THIS office any such cards that may
. tea- ere Ile r-a &vire Please advise me where the card 
. external use. Stops itching instantlyP reach your office.
• sample of which you submit is being 
and destroys the germs that cause skin No one is immune from kidney
mailed. 
diseases. Eczema quickly yields and is 
permanently cured by this remarkable trouble, s
o just remember that
I .•
Zion ths :he Kind You Hare Always Boat
medicine. All Druggists. Write for sam- IFr or 
el eg
Yularities and cure any case of
Very Respectfully, 
.
's Kidney Remedy wilistop the
Jet 
R. M. Webster, 
plek E. W. Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo. kidney or bladder troubles that is
Sold by Anderson & yowler Drug not beyond the reach of medicine.
Acting Assistant Attorney General. Co., incorporated. For sale by L. A. Johnson & Co.-,e
&Fowler Drug Co.,incorporated.
Real Estate.
get quick and certain help from Ma-
gic ointment. Large box 50c. Sold
,!)y Anderson .S.7, Fowler Drug Co.,
incorporated.
Pink Pain Tablets. The formula. is
on the 25-cent box. Ask your doctor
or druggist about this formula. Stop
womanly rains, headache. pains
anywhere. Write Dr. Shoop
Racine, Wis. for free trial to prove
value of his Headache,or Pink Pain
Tablets. Sold byAnderson&Fowler
Drug Co.,incorporated
Common Sense Talk
Buggy Talk
Carriage hire counts up.
Why not own your own ve-
hicle? It will soon pey for
Itself and give you pleas-
ure and Satisfaction all the
time. We have a line of
new ones that leave little to
be desired.
Economy—Luxury
What you save on a bug-
gy will go a long way to-
ward getting a new set of
harness.:
Come in and get our fig-
ures.
Prices speak louder than
omises.
Every One Stylish and Worthy
If You Knew How Little We Ask for a Good Buddy, Surrey, Phaeton or Road Wadon, You
Would Become a Vehicle Owner At Once. LET'S TALK IT OVER.
TO INVESTIGATE IS TO INVEST
It you question it, come it. We'll knock your doubts into smithereens. We like the trade of people who feel that money is not made
to be squandered; who insist that every penny must do its work. Is it a buggy you are looking for? Don't wait until you actually need it.
Come in and look over our line. We have them in all varieties and at prices to fit your pocketbook. Some with Piano bodies, Corning bo-
dies and Cut-Unders. Auto seats, Stick seats, Panel seats and Phaeton seats. Two-in-Ones, with quick-moving tops, with high or low
shifting rail. Narrow seats for those who prefer them, and wide seats for large and old people. As to catalogue house offers, bring your
catalogues. We will meet or beat their prices. Here you see what you buy before you put up your money. We are here to right every
wrong and they are not.
INVESTIGATE-..And That Includes a Visit to Our New ReposAtory.
Forbes Manufacturing Company
tion,either now or at any other time.
If any Night Rider votes for me be-
lieving he will escape punishment
by any act, word, deed, omission or
desire of mine he will be mistaken
if I am re-elected. If any other
person thinks by criticism, excite-
ment, prejudice or passion I shall
he hurried beyond the beaten paths
of the law he will be 'likewise mis-
taken.
Children in Pain
Never cry as do children who are
suffering from hunger. Such is the
cause of all babies who cry and are
treated for sickuess, when they real-
ly are suffering from hunger. This
is caused from their food not being
assimilated out devoured by worms.
A few doses of 'White's Cream Ver-
inifuge will cause them to ceaee cry-
ing and begin to thrive at once. Give
it a trial. Sold by L. A. Johnson &
Co.
ileastate 144-id
a
NEWSOME CARDS
DENIED THE MAILS
Eczema is Curable
ZE M 0, a scientific preparation for
a North Christian fernier, aged 65
years, were laid to rest at Mace-
donia on Friday. He died Thurs-
day, according to the Madisonville
Hustler, from injuries sustained
about a week ago and on account of
his advanced age it was recognized
that recovery was impossible from
the time he Was injured.
Mr. Beshears was a cripple and
lived about three miles from Daw-
son Springs in Christian county. He
was in Dawson about a week ago on
business and while returning home
fell off a cliff 40 feet high, sustain-
^
EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK!
Shoppers Will Have Their
Railroad Fares Refunded
At Hopkinsville, Ky.
If you spend $13.00 your fare both ways will be refunded up to 25 miles; if you spend
$23.00 your fare will be paid both ways up to 30 miles. Get a receipt for your
ticket, come to Hopkinsville and apply to any ofithe following members
of the Merchants' Association and they will do the rest.
FORBES MANUFACTURING CO. PLANTERS HARDWARE CO. F. A. YOST CO.
(Incorporated) (Incorporated) (Incorporated
)
ANDERSON & FOWLER DRUG CO. J. T. WALL & CO. THE WITT COMPANY
(Incorporated) (Incorporated)
COOK & HIGGINS L. L. ELGIN W. A. P'POOL. & SON R. C. HARDWICK
FRANKELS' BUSY STORE J. H. ANDERSON & CO BASSETT & CO.
••
,••
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I Love You as the Springtime.
Written by
PERCY CAMPBELL MASON.
Andante moderato.
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Chat About People andThings
A Thought For the Day.
Exactness in little duties is a :
wonderful source of cheer- :
fulness.
—F. W. Faber,
R. B. Hall has taken charge of the
Postal Telegraph office in this city.
He is an expert operator and has
many friends here.
The family of Superintendent
Barksdale Hamlett, of the public
schools, has returned to the city
after a visit in Elizabethtown. They
have gone to hosue keeping in the
Dr. Dennis residence on Avenue A.
Breathes there a man with nose
bright red
Who never to himself hath said
"This is my last. Right here I stop
And never drink another drop?"
—W. J. Lawton in Judge.
Mrs. John W. Kern wired her hus-
band when he was nominated that
shelwould support him,says the Hen-
derson Jurnal. Mrs. Kern is not the
only woman who is supporting her
husband.
Dr. Fraser Williams while playing
baseball with the Lafayette team at
Cadiz this week, met with a painful
accident, his left shoulder being
knocked out of place as he was slid-
ing to second base. After surgical
attention he was able to return
home.
John C. Worsham, of Henderson
Is in the city in the interest of his
race for congress. He is Hon. A.
0. Stanley's .Republican apponent,
and, by the way, was married re-
cently to a first cousin of Mrs.
Stanley.
Prof.J. G. Crab6e, superintendent
of public instruction, has ruled that
only 100 children of each school age
will be recognized in any school dis-
trict, and when more than 100 are
listed the additional per capita will
be used to extend the school term
beyond the specified time. This
Will give several school districts a
longer term than usual. In fifty
counties returns have been made by
the county superintendents show- Boy AccIDENTALLI BLows sisTE
ing districts in which there are more
than 100 children of school age. R'S
HOPE Of RECOVERY BRAINS OUT WITH A SHOTGUN
BUT THE HON. RCGER Q. MILLS
IS VERY ILL.
BALTIMORE, Aug. 14.—Former
Senator Roger Q. Mills was operated
upon. The operation was declared
to be successful. It was added that
while the ex
-senator is a very sick
man there is every hope of his re-
covery despite his advanced age and
the delicate nature of the operation.
He is 76 years of age.
Former Senator Roger Q. Mills, of
Texas, a native born Kentuckian.
served twenty-seven years in con-
gress at a period when the Demo-
crats were often in power and con-
tributed toward Much of the wise
legislation passed in the Cleveland
administration and the Democratic
congresses controlled by that party.
His specialty was the tariff and as
chairman of the ways and means
committee he framed the Mills bill
in the fiftieth congress, where the
senate killed the measure because of
its sterling Democracy.
Takes Bankrupt Law.
Says the Springfield Tenn., br-
aid: Forrest H. Duncan, formerly
of Adams, but for the past two or
three years has been prizing tobac-
co at Slayden, Tenn., filed a petition
in bankruptcy at Nashville last
Monday.
VICTIM OF FEVER
Ben Dalton, the eighteen year old
son of Robert Dalton, of the Long-
view neighborhood, died Thursday
of typhoid fever. He had been
seriously ill for several weeks. He
was a promising young man and his
untimely death is generally regret-
ted.
Interment took place today in the
family burying ground.
Weapon Had Just Been Returned By Their Uncle, Who Had Borrowed It-The
Mother of the Children Lies in Critical Condition From
the Frightful Shock.
From Friday's Daily)
A lovely little girl, her head near-
ly blown from her body, a brother
begging piteously for his sister to
come back to life, a mother pros-
trated from the dreadful shock and
in a critical condition, and a broken-
hearted father, these are some of the
results of an accidental tragedy at
the home of James Mayton, a well-
known East Christian farmer.
Yesterday afternoon, Mr. Mayton
came to Hopkinsville on a business
trip, and his wife went to the home
of William Walker, several miles
distant, to make a call. Three chil-
dren, two girls, aged eleven and
seven, respectively, and a boy, aged
nine, were left at home. The May-
tons live seven miles from this city
on Squire Joe Moseley's place.
About two o'clock, a brother of Mrs.
Mayton, brought home a shotgun
which he had borrowed and left it in
one of the rooms. Walter, aged nine,
and his sister, Beela, aged seven, se-
cured the weapon and were playing
with it, the other little girl looking
on. Beela had hold of the muzzle
of the gun which was pointing in a
few inches of 1.er head. Walter ac-
cidentally pulled the trigger. A
load of birdshot entered the little
girl's head, just below her ear and,
passing through her brain, blew off
the left side of her face. She fell
dead to the floor. The elder girl
ran screaming from the room and to
the residenue of Mr. Moseley five
hundred yards away and informed
them of the terrible occurrence. Tel-
ephone messages were sent to phy- Hopkinsville, Earlington, Bowling
sicians and to Mr. Walker's for Mrs. Green, Paducah, Mayfield and many
Mayton to return home, and a mes- other towns and cities in this section
senger was started on a horse for of the state.
Mr. Mayton. Mrs. Mayton, in a
short time, reached the house. At Hopkinsville, Ky.,
the sight of her child's dead body. Aug. 13th, 1908.
she screamed and fell in a swoon. HON. C. 0. PRO WSE, .
Dr. Petrie, of Fairview, ad minis- County Judge,
tered on her, but it was over an hour And
before she regained consciousness. HON. JOHN C. DUFFY,
and the physician stated that her County Attorney.
condition was serious. Mr. Mayton Gentlemen :—Yon and each' of you
was met on the road as he .was re- are hereby notified that I will on
turning home and the news was Tuesday August 25th, 1908, at Frank-
broken to him. He is prostrated. fort, Ky., make application to the
Little Walter was found in the board of prison commissioners for
room with his dead sister. "0," he the parole of one George G. Griffin
cried as neighbors entered, "I would convicted at the September term
kill myself if I only knew how." 1903 of the Christian circuit court of
The accident is one of the most die- the crime of manslaughter, and
tressing that ever occurred in the sentenced by said court to ten years
community, and the tenderest sym- conflnnement in the state peniten-
.pathy of every one goes out to the tiary at lEddyville, Ky. Said pris-
family in their untold sorrow. This ioner was received on October 31st,
afternoon at one o'clock, the funeral 1905 and his deportment has been
of the victim took place at the May- good. JOHN FELAND Atty.
ton home. The remains were in-
terred in the Gray burying grounds.
RIFLEMEN HURT
CINCINNATI, 0. Aug. 14.—Five
of the Kentucky rifle team, en route
to Camp Perry to participate in the
national rifle match, were severely
injured today when the train ran
Into a bumper at Union station.
None is fatally hurt. One of the vic-
tims is Jackson Morris, assistant
secretary of state. The team left
Frankfort, Ky., yesterday.
The governor made a short speech
to the members of the team before
Fired at Train.
they boarded the train, telling them A negro who had been
that the best wishes of every Ken-
tuckian go with them and every
Kentuckian thinks that they will
win all prizes to which they are eli-
gible. There was a larger crowd
than usual at the depot this morn-
ing to see the soldiers start.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The KIM You Have Always Boughi
Bears the
figuature of
of
the Hopkinsville accommodation at
Salubria Saturday night, because he
had neither ticket nor money,
emptied his pistol at the train as it
started off,says the Pembrock Journ-
al. The train was stopped and the
train crew got their revolvers in
action. Probably twenty shots were
fired, but so far as known the negro
was not wounded. One bullet from
the negro's gun went entliely'
through the baggage oar, another.
through the negro car, and a third
kedged in the smoker. IC is almost
a miracle that some one was not
hurt.
put off
DEVELOPMENT IN KENTUCKY
HENDERSON, Ky., Aug. 14.—
Judge C. C. Givens and:I. Bailey, of
Madisonville; George H. Cox, of
Owensboro, and C. F. Kliderer, pres-
ident of the commercial club at this
place, held a meeting and discussed
the arrangements for the annual
meeting of the Kentucky State De-
velopment association, which will be
held in this city in October. Mr.
Bailey has consented to prepare an
address on "Mines and Mining in
Wesiern Kentucky" and Judge Giv-
ens will prepare a paper on the man-
ufacturing interests of Western Ken Ed Moseley one of the nine ne-
roes whose trial for t6hlt murder oftucky. The Henderson Commercial g
an unknown white man near Pem-Club will entertain the visitors.
Visitors are expected from Union- broke a few years ago caused such
town, Madisonville. Owensboro, a wide sensation, died in Madison-
ville last week. The body was car-
ried to Pembroke and buried them.
Moseley was the only one of the
negroes who escaped punishment
for the heinous crime. Of the other
eight. George Holland was hung
and the other seven went to the
penitentiary where Dick Carney,
the arch conspirator, soon after-
ward died of consumption. Moseley
escaped by turning state's evidence.
He said that he did not know of any
plot to kill tha sleeping stranger
and when the crowd of negroes went
down into the woods ostensibly to
play cards,that he,EdHolland,Chas.
Finch and Bill Garrott kept on down
the road while Frank Sherman,
Frank Massie, Dick Carney, George
Holland and Frank Meriweather
sent into the woods and slipped up
behind the sleeping man. Moseley
said the four in the road saw the
murder committed; they saw Frank
Meriweather strike the deadly blows
with the axe handle and George
Holland jump on the quivering body
and cut the throat.
This same testimony was given by
Ed Holland, Bill Garrott and Chas.
Finch but the jury sent them all
three to the penitentiary for life,
Moseley being the only one who was
not prosecuted.
Ey the way,Attorney John Felaud
received a letter from Bill Garrott
some time ago wanting to know if
there was not some way in which he
could secure his release from the
penitentiary. There was no way-
known and he will doubtless have
to continue to work until death
ends his sentence.
AT HIGHER COURT
MOSELEY'S GUILTS WILL BE DE-.
TERMINED FOR ETERNITY.
Only Negro Who Escaped Punishment
in Famous Pembroke Murder Cass
Dies at Madisonville.
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COUNTY COURT—First Monday in
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SEND IN THE MONEY.
The NEW ERA will receive,
publicly acknowledge a n d
transmit to the Treasurer of the
Democratic National Commit-
tee any moneys that may be
contributed towards the elec-
tion of Bryan and Kern. Now
is the time to make your con-
tribution. Any amount from
10 cents to $10,000 will be thank-
fully received. Send in the
money.
THE CORN CROP.
It has not been so long since west-
ern farmers were burning corn for
fuel. Now it is selling at $1 a bushel
out there. The corn crop for the
last six years has been large, 2,623,-
000,000 bushels in 1902, 2,244,000,000
In 1903, 2,467,000,000 in 1904, 2,707,
000,000 in 1906, 2,927,000,000 in 1906,
the largest on record, and about
4,500,000,000 in 1907. Yet ;there is a
shortage. It is estimated that
there is not more than 2,000,000
bushels of last year's crop outside of
that in the farmers' cribs, and
usually there is not much in
the cribs at this season of the
year. Corn at 99 cents, or a
dollar, gives western meat pack-
ers an excuse for raising the price
of beef. If they didn't have this ex-
cuse they would probably raise the
price anyway. This year's crop of
corn is estimated at 2,700,000,000
bushels. This should mean a reduc-
tion in price. The crop w111 be large
enough to meet domestic needs,„ and
perhaps supply European demands.
But the demand is growing larger
every year. Only twice before 1900
bad the crop ever reached 2,000,000,.
WO bushels. What has become of
last year's surplus? Has. it been
shipped abroad?
Kansas this year is a vast corn-.
Said, and the yield will be ejnorMotnt.
It is either a feast or a faniine 'with
Kansas. This year the season has
been propitious, and the crop is
tremendous. A Kansas ci.rnfleld in
a favorable year is a revelation. The
crop is good throughout the great
corn belt, which includes Qhio,
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, ,Kansas,
Iowa and Nebraska. In 1908 the
corn yield (of these states -Was 'ais
follows: Ohio, 148,000,000' bushels;
Indiana, 183,000,000 Illinois, 347,000,-
000; Iowa, 373,000,00' Missouri, 228,-
AUG. 2 1
Newly confirmed as a union prii t
er, Mr. Bryan should hasten to F et
'em up.
STANLEY'S RACE.
We understand there is talk of the
Repulicans carrying the Second dis-
trict in Kentucky this fall and beat-
ing A. 0.Stanley for re-election. We
ever heard one man say he would
bet $500 on the result. But he didn't
When it came to putting the money
up he changed his mind. He was no
fool, and knew better than to throw
away his money. He still sa3 s he
thinks Stanley will be beaten,but he
does not think it $698 worth. The Re-
publicans have about as much
chance of beating Stanley as they
have of carrying Alabama for Taft.
Both are possible; that is all Stanley
has a personal following that stand
by him through thick and thin in
any kind of weather. Stanley would
be hard to beat at any time—Frank-
fort News.
Henderson's two newspapers
should be heartly ashamed of allow-
ing a weekly periodical published
almost two hundred miles away
so thus "scoop" them on local news.
However, the autheniicity of this
"news" indicates that it must have
originated two thousand miles away.
We confess of having heard this
"rumor"from republicans scources,
but were waiting for verification
from Hot Springs, via Oyster Bay
or Washington. The verification
seems to have lost in transit and . a
tracer fails to find it.
Doesen't it appear strange that a
doomed man like Mr.StaLley should
spend these ho: days campaigning
for "Bob" Thomas in the Third dis-
trict in stead of repairing the alleged
breaks in his own fence? According
to information gleaned from sources
nearer at home, Congressman Stan-
ley is as safe for re-election as his
co-carupaignerlfrom the Gibralter
district, who recently refused the
vice-presidency.—The Henderson
Journal.
Strange how lightning manages to
strike so often in Pennsylvania with-
out hitting a grafter.
Last week, according to the Nash-
ville American, a Philadelphian sold
his watch for a Confederate $100 bill.
Possibly the deal was pulled off be-
fore the Philadelphian had his morn-
ing eye-opener.
A Chicago woman shot at a bur-
glar and hit her baby. The young-
ster is starting rather early on its
career as an innocent bystander.
The Springfield Republican is not
risking much when it predicts that
Foraker, La Follette and Bradley
will be found on the stump speaking
for Mr. Taft this fall. If they can't
praise "my policies 'they can point
out how benevolent the party has
been in providing big crops for the
farmers.
The agricultural department has
discovered rats that are afflictedwIth
pathogenic haemogregarine hepato-
zoon perniclosum. If the rats know
it, they must certainly be worried to
death over the matter.
"Is Mr. Bryan turning to mam-
mon?" asks the Kansas City Star.
Oh, no. He's turning to the phono-
graph.
It:does not seem just right for
both of the leading candidates for
the presidency to keep favoring
publicity at a time when they are
joining secret societies.
"What Mr. Taft Thinks," is the
headline on a ' western newspaper
editorial. Of course it meant "What
Mr. Taft Says," which is quite a
different proposition from what he,
thinks when it comes to "my poli-
cies."
Prohibition candidate Chafin says
000,000; Nebraska, 249,000,000; Kan- if he is elected he will use the army
sae, 195,000,000. Of the 'southern to enforce prphibition. Why this
states the three largest cora, pro- slight of the navy, which is better
duelers were Texas, 155,000,000 bush- equipped for making a:water fight.
els; Kentucky, 106,000,900; Tennessee.
813,000,000. The next highest were A Philadelphia motorman has in-
Georgia and Arkansas, witA:6/1,006,- herited $160,000, but refuses,to give:
000 elletvOklioma -preWriCYild psi" up his 'job. He appreciates riding
080.8804kisbels, leCtle41 Teralt4ii..onihe front end or the ear these
48,(C0,000. As these two now con- days.
The Madisonville Journal says:
"New to play that third game with
Hopkinsv:11e. We want two out of
three." It isn't what you want that
makes you fat, old boss.
Queen Wilhelmia is anxious to
give Castro a spanking! The Mon-
roe Doctrine should be\ too gallant to
refuse the lady's request.
Flopping around so much, these
flying machines are getting the air
all stirred up.
Times are getting better. A New
York exchange notes that Mr. John
D. Rockefeller is painting his barn,
Minnesota wants 10,000 narvest
hands at wages from $2 to $4 a day.
Prosperity has arrived for harvest
hands.
Spellbinders who have not yet
managed to sign up for the cam-
paign circuit should not overlook
the fact that 30,000 harvest hands
are wanted. The work is healthful
and the pay is good.
The man who invests in an air-
ship is certain of quick returns.
If the president said what he said
he said, then what Loeb said and
Oliver said and Wright said he said
was not what he said at all.
Nowata is the name of a new town
in Oklahoma. It is naturally a dry
town.
"Who are the three greatest rail-
way men in the country?" asks a
correspondent. They are E. H.
Harriman.
Apparently the makers of all the
most popular brands of cigarettes
have been selected as members of
the new Turkish cabinet.
THE CAUSE OF THE RIOT.
The state's attorney of Sangamon
county says of the riot there:
"It is a situation which has been
approaching from ten years of un-
restricted lawlessness, packed juries,
and a studied refusal of the authori-
ties having the power to secure the
enforcement of the laws."
If his.statement is compared with
the experience of Evansville its
accuracy can be readily' granted.
The riot here grew out of a simIlar
conditions.
Refusal to enforce the law ceused
the race riot in Springfield, says the
prosecutor of the county in which
that city le situated. Contempt for
the law caused the riot in Evansville.
This should be food for thought
for those who have argued against
law enforcement as it has existed in
this city for the last three years.
The very things 'that seam to them
harmless, because they would not
make harm out of them, lead in the
end to riot bloodshed .and general
disaster.— Evansville courier.
Frank H. Hitchcock is regarded
by the WashingtOn •tieVrairkaper men
as the monumentil*-sil'Ont 'man.
Before the carnpaign is over Mr.
Hitchcock will d/aepver. that the
newspaper Fen will-talk f hirn un-
less he loosens up a j)it andtaiks for
himself. • ; • • •
The president might appoint a
committee of cadets to run the Mili-
tary Academy at West Point.
C7 AS. ES els (no Irt. X .A..
gears the The Kind You Have Always Bought
ailcustun
stf
Farm For Sale!
I will sell to the highest
bidder on Thursday, Sept.
3rd, at 10 o'clock a. m., on
the premises, (if not sold
privately before that date)
my farm, consisting of 150
acres land. House contains
9 rooms; stable and other oat
buildings.
Well watered; situated 23i miles
from Hopkinsville on. Russeltville
road. Will also sell all of my house-
hold and kitchen furniture, dm.,
stock,-wtogneAnd Iterthintrutetsils.
44;p1y to • fe• meet%•••Ago. Belle 1511140.
Cumberland Phone 418-3.
-'1•
ANNUAL REUNION
OF FEDERAL VETERANS WAS
HELD AT CROFTON MONDAY.
One Thousand People Were Present,
Oratory Was Uncorked And Good
Things To Eat Were Pentiful
The annual reunion of Co. G. 17th
Kentucky Infantry and Co., A.
Third Kentucky Cavalry, of the
Federal army during the civil war,
was held yesterday at Crofton. Pre-
parations for the event had been
under way some time and the crowd
in attendance yesterday was esti-
mated to be not less than a thousand
people.
Every old soldier who could possi
bly get to the ground was present
and when the parade was formed
tnere were sixty in line,several being
prevented from marching because
of advanced age or old wounds. The
dinner, which was elegantly prepar-
ed and served and more than enough
for the big crowd, was served on
tables in the grove and barrels of ice
water were on every hand. Eloquent
speeches were made by J udge C. 0.
Prowse, Judge W. T. Fowler and
Circuit Clerk Claud Clark
The following resolutions were un-
animously adopted by a rising vote.
Crofton. Christian County Ky.
• August 17th, 1908.
At the fegular meeting, this day,
of the"Associated Members of Com-
panies "G" 17th Ky., "Infy vols,
and "A" 3rd, Ky Cavy vols war of
1861-g5 "and affiliating comrades,"
the following r.,solutions were pre-
sented and adoptel by a rising vote.
Resolved 1st. That more than 43
years having elapsed since following
the flag to uphold the sacredness of
thefundamental principles of (write-
publican government—as laid down
by the constitution framed by the
founders of this republic, we re-
assert our allegiance to that instru-
ment, and the laws to uphold it;
and that we are ever ready to de-
fend the flag of our country as the
emblem of equal rights and national
unity.
Resolved 2nd. That the greatness
and prosperity of our country and
state are maintained by the enforce-
ment of the laws, math. for the gov-
erment of the peol.ls, and by the
people; therefore we urge upon all
citizens of our country and state a
strict observance of law, :and a
rigid enforcement of the law upon I
all violators; such action being es-
sential to the safety of the individual
to the security of property and the
happiness of all; in the language of
our old commander, "Let us have
peace."
Resolved 3rd. That we will ever
cherish the memory of our deceased
comrades, that we realize the fact
that it will be but a few years until
all of us will muster with those gone
before upon the parade ground of
heaven; that it is with feelings of
the deepest sadness we today miss
the cheerful faces of comradesVirgil
A. Hamby. John M. Cruse, Law-
rence B. Armstrong and Sam Mc-
Cord who answered "here" ;this day
one year ago. and to their loving
friends we tender our sympathy and
coii dole rice.
Resolved 4th. That the thanks of
this "Association" and affiliating
comrades are due, and are now
given to the good people of Crofton
and vicinity for, their kind hospitali-
ty, and our thanks and appreciation
are also given to the speakers and
ethers who jrave Aided In 0,4 re!.
union, and made it so pleasant .and
enjoyable to all.
Resolved 5th. That. we 14=!ep alive
these pleasant re-unkops by meeting
again on the first Saitir4a414 Octo-
ber 1909. •tx)'`
Resolved 6th. 'Mat, $tiejse
tions be published in the Hopkins-
vine Messenger, Hopkinsville New
Era and Hopkinsville Kentuckian.
By order of the Association.
M. B. BROWN, Presiding.
C. A. BRASHER, Secy.
- et • •
, NEGROES WILL SUE.
CHICAGO, Aug. 18.—A concerted
movement by the negro residents all
over the state to retaliate for the
attack on the negroes in Springfield
has been begun. For the first time
since the passage of a law in 1905,
providing for the paying of $5,000 to
the heirs of any person lynched,
this law is to be taken advantage of.
Heirs of the men killed in the
Springfield riot and the heirs of
those who may die as a result of in-
juries sustained, will be entitled un-
der the law to $5,000. This act was
passed by the legislature in .1905,
having been .intrednoecil by. Reprew
tentative gdivard ereen a ne-
igrte TeNese n tett v4.,t ripit.nth e Ni.11 t h ,
Klistrict. It is known as the
aynchinglaiir; but '403146r,.=hefere has
been applied.
FELL FROM WINDOW JUDGE Mi SAVAGE
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Ed Neblett, a tinner who lives in
Cadiz,fell or walked out of a second
story window at he Hill House last
night arid sustained painful injuries.
He did not register until late at night
and was taken toa room in the house
across the street from the main build-
ing. After going to the room he fell
out of the window and landed on the
concrete walk which runs around
the house.
He had nothing with which to se-
cure medical attention and City
Physician flamed attended him.
Neblat was found to be considera-
bly bruised up and was suffering
some from concussion, but it is
thought he will recover without ser-
ious trouble.
Arrangements have been made to
send him to Cadiz this afternoon.
Neblett was at one time a patient in
the Western Kentucky Asylum for
the Insane.
FOR GOOD ROADS
GOV. WILLSON ISSUES CALL FOR
BIG GATHERING
Gov. Augustus E. Willson has is-
sued a call for the gathering of dele-
gates in Louisville for the formation
of a permanent good roads organiza-
tion. He has named Thursday, Sep-
tember 17, as the day for the meet-
ing. The convention will be assem-
bled in one of the buildings now be-
ing erected on the state fair grounds.
On July 3, at Eminence, at the first
good roads gathering ever assembled
in Kentucky, a temporary organiza-
tion was formed with H. A. Hanna,
of the experiment station, as tempor-
ary chairman. The state was divid-
ed up into sections anJ a vice presi-
dent named for each.
The chief work of th.e permanent
organization will he to stimulate in-
terest in the building of good *roads.
The organization will also cOndvet
an active campaign all over the state
for votes on the referendum provid-
ing for an amendment to the consti-
tution that will afford financial
means for the construction of/high-
ways. The constitutional amend-
ment comes up for a vote before the
electionpeople at the next general
in November.
Its Pays Well.
Jack Taylor, Briar Hill, Ky., says:
"I never had hogs to fatten as well.
Bourbon Hog Cholera Remedy has
paid me at least ten dollars for each
dollar I invested in the remedy." —
L. L. Elgin.
_
POLITICAL CAMPAIGN
WILL BE OPENED HERE NEXT
SATURDAY.
E. T. Franks of Owensboro, Will
Speak in The Interest of Taft
And Sherman.
E. T. Franks, collector of internal
revenue. at Owensboro and one of
the foremostspeakers in the Repu.b-
lican rangs, wili open the political
campaign in the second congression-
al district with a speech at the court
house in 1710pkiasvillo next Satur-
day afternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
The speaking ifo bey); widely ad-
vertised and boosted in every way
by both the district ana state Re-
publican campaign committees and
they say they expect a record-break-
ing crowd here on that day, as large
delegations are to come from all the
neighboring towns.
Since the date was announced
there have been many rumors as to
what Mr. Franks will have to say,
but when questioned in this regard
the Republicans will only look wise.
It is the general opinion though that
the speaker will refer at length to
the troubles in the tobacco districts.
This speech will be the opening
gun in this part of the state in behalf
of Taft and Sh3rman. Mr. Franks
Is well known here and has made
several speeches here in past cam-
paigns.
Turkeys Dying.
Jack Taylor, Briar Hill, Ky., says:
"Rou4sou Poultry Cure is the only
remedy I have ever used that will
cuine; Markey • diseases. I gave, my
turkeys a tow doses whelp they were
dying and it speedily cured grin."
—L. L. Elgin.
PRESIDING OVER CiRCUIT COURT
1
AT CLARKSVILLE,
Judge 1 yler off on a Visit.—Strong
Charge Was Delivered to Grand
Jury Regarding Night Riding.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Aug. 18
--The August term of the Montgom-
ery county criminal court convened
yesterday morning at 10 o'clock,
Hon. M. Savage presiding as special
judge in place of Judge Tyler, who
has not returned from a visit to his
daughter in Montana.
The following grand jury was im-
panelled : M. M. Hussey, foreman;
Brad Martin, R. W. Bogard, G. K.
Hale, W. H. Moore, W. B. Dunlop,
R. H. Pickering, Nolen Russell, El-
liott Buckner, George Royster, W.
H. Paco, Polk Ewing and James
Rutherford.
Judge Savage delivered a strong
charge to the jury urging the fullest
investigation of all violations of the
law. He especially condemned the
depredations committed in the coun-
ty and the appearance of masked
men upon the public highways, urg-
ing the most thorough investigation
and suggesting the summoning of a
large number of witnesses in the
hope of obtaining evidence which
may lead to indictments.
•
THREE WOUNDED
CINCINNATI,O., Aug. 18.—Late
Saturday night as crowds from the
Coney Island boats were passing
Fifth street and Broadway they were
attracted by the screams of a girl
struggling with a negro. Richard
Lawler, of East Third street, went
to her assistance and was stabbed in
the chest and neck. Chas. Wilson,
of 647 Main street, attempted to stop
the negro and he also was stabbed
and Nicholas Selhelmer, of 410 West
Eighth street, was struck with a
blackjack. Alfred Burt, 426 Sixth
street, was arrested after spectators
claimed he had done the cutting.
Lawler, the most seriously injured
of the two, was taken to the city
hospital. His condition was im-
proved Monday, Wilson went to
his home and during the night
dreamed of the tight in his sleep and
leaped down a flight of stairs injur-
ing himself so that he had to be tak-
en to the city hospital.
Hurt was in the police court Mon-
day and the cases again st him v% er
oatinued until September 3
PERSONAL GOSSIP.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Miss Nell Shaw has returned from
a house party at the home of Mr.
Flem Clardy in South Christian.
Miss Annie Fruit is the guest of
Miss Sallie DeVasier at Scottsville,
Ky.
Miss Lois Adcock has gone to
Diamond Springs for a week's stay.
Walter Hancock of Cadiz, was
here yesterday.
Mrs. Will Page and son left this
morning for Pembroke,Ky.,to spend
a week visiting relatives.. .Miss
Mettle Moore, George Champlain
and Mr. Dade, of Hopkinsville, are
spending a few days at Idaho
Springs—Clarksville Leaf Chronicle.
Master Mat Henry Rudolph, of
Clarksville, is here visiting George
Southall.
Miss Nell Cayce has returned from
a visit to Clarksville.
Kee R. McKee, of Oklahoma City,
is here on business. He will return
to his home tomorrow.
Attorney Max Hanberry, of Cadiz
was here today.
Col. W. R. Howell was in town to-
day.
Miss Emera Reese of Clarksville,
is visiting her aunt Mrs. D. H. Arm-
strong near this city.
Mrs. 0. W. Lee, of O'Neal avenue,
presented her husband with a ten-
pound daughter this morning.
Mrs. C. A. Cundiff and sister,
Miss 1.431a Hampton. leftthis morn-
ing for a three weeks visit to their
uncle in Obion, Tenn.
-
WOMAN A YIJ
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky., Aug.
-'flight Riders are alleged to,
hiveibuined the millinery store of
it.11414'"leiiiiie Meyers, aat -flesabsaa
hdeaig7Oatity, last nigbt.
•
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CRITICALLY ILL.
Maj. James B. Garnett Reported to Be
Rapidly Sinking.
Hon. James B. Garnett, of Trigg
county, lawyer; orator and one of
the greatest prosecutors that Ken-
tucky has produced in thirty years,
is dangerously ill of kidney disease
and a complication of troubles at
Dawson Springs and little hope is
entertained for his recovery. He
has been in wretched health for aev-
eral months, but WAS recently re-
moved to Dawson Springs, where it
was believed he would be benefitted.
News of Mr. Garnett's illness was
received in Louisville today. He has
t•cores of friends here and the fact
that his illness is alarming came as
a great surprise to them.
Few men in Kentucky are better
known than Mr. Garnett, For more
than twenty years he served as corn-
inonwealth's attorney in the Third
judicial district and served in that
capacity under Judge John R. Grace.
,
As a prosecutor Mr. Garnett was
said to have no equal in the state
eyes" and the mere fact that he was to
speak in an important case or make
a political speech would serve to
i draw a tremendous crowd to any
any western Kentucky town. Once
Mr. Garnett bested the late Senator
Daniel Vorhees in a murder case
tried in the circuit court, where the
distinguished Indiana statesman ap-
peared for the defendant.
Mr. Garnett has always been an
active Democratic worker, but it was
arare when he would consent to make ttorney thought Duncan should not
speeches outside ef his own immedi- be required to go to the expense of
ate territory. In the last state cam- standing trial. The question is to be
paign he was a member of the Dem- left entirely with Duncan and he can
'perish° state campaign committee get the pardon by applying for it.
On account of the circumstances ofanti was a !request visitor here at
Democratic headquarters. - the killing it is said that the govern-
vileTines. or would prefer a pardon in the case.•
He wants to show the people of the
PARDON OFFERED
WALKER DUNCAN WHO KILLED
NEWT HAZLETT.
Governor Says He Has Investigated
Case and Believes Duncan Was
Defending His Home.
•
sois.41
OINK_ -
WITHOUT COATS
Men Aro Invited to Church by Rev. J.
T, Rustling, of Henderson.
The penderson Journal says: The
effort of Rey. J. T. Rushing, pastor
of the First Methodist church, to
have the male portion of his congre-
figttion land other men who wish to
an 8.111e from Grand, Rivitre,1 passed
throrigh Paducah this moiAing on
his *ay back from iris mew eouth.,
eastern Missouri home to bury Lthe
bodyl of his daughter in the ancestral
burying ground.
Nlehols' story of his "ponish-
meni" and exile shows b9w far the
Night Rider movement which in its
inciliency was declared by fanatics
to b 'the work of God" that would
benefit an oppressed people, has
retregraded.
NiPhols was not a tobacco grower.
Re had not even "talked too much,"
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 19.-
While lying ill at Norton Infirmary,
where he had undergone an opera-
tion, Walker Duncan, of Shelby
county, who shot and killed Newt
Hazlett, an alleged Night Rider,sev-
eral weeks ago, received a letter
from Gov. Willson, announcing that
he would grant him a pardon for
killing Hazlett if he preferred this
to vindication in cot.rt.
The governor said he had looked
into the circumstances and was sat-
isfied Duncan acted in defense of his
home.
This action is in line with the gov-
ernor's recent proclamation as to the
Bracken county situation when he
said he would pardon any man who
killed Night Riders in defense of
his home.
One of the attorneys for Duncan
said the pardon was not wanted,
as he felt certain that Duncan would
be acquitted on his trial. Another
but So far as could be learned had identification of the men who ap-
alwelys expressed sympathy for the plied the lash. Yet, so greatly have
farniers and encouraged them in the 'eyes of citizens of Lyon county,
theii struggle to get a good price for where the whipping occurred, been
the' product. He was beaten ,and blinded by prejudice or fear, that no
dri n from home by men who indictment has ever been returned
sought to avoid the payment of just against the men guilty of the ter-
debt. rible atrocity.
A cording to the story ,which was When released by his tormentors
vowped for by a prominent, citizen Nichols returned to his home at
of I4vingston county this morning, Grand Rivers, and disposing of his
Nie.kols was the representative of property at a sacrifice, leit with his
the Singer Sewing Machine corn- family for a town in southeastern
sani in Livingston and Lyon coun- Missouri, where he now resides.
ties.; T4e,company allowtits agents His nine-months-old baby died a
to riel inadines or.. instiiliments few days ago, but not until he learn-
iindflinhols had placed a largt ed that Grand Rivers was under the
befIn his territdry. ' SotteLlof his protection of soldiers did he ever
customers whp had followed the dare to venture back that the child
Night Rider leaders, who wear white might be buried in the family grave-
scaels and black masks. cottoeived yard by the side of honored MIMS-
theidea that, to whip Nic4Oatand tors.
drive him from, the countconld Nichols comes of a preffilor'bt
relieve them of, the paYnere,Midue,4: lfaMtly and always bore a bplendld
sew4ng machines, fooli11417a/heljr1$,- ePufation.
4
state that he will stand behind them
and help and protect them when
they resist raids by Night Riders.
By issuing the pardon before the
man stands trial it will show that
when a man resists attacks by Night
Riders he need not fear violence.
either legal or illegal, but will be
protected by the chief executive. It
is said that a man could not secure a
fair trial in some countiessof the
state if he should kill a Nigh t Rider
and the governor wants to show the
people that they need not fear the
visit the church, to come to services law so long as they are within it.
in thei.i shirt sleeves has not been
taken advantage of as the minister
wouldl like. One man Sunday
morning had the courage to act up-
on the:advice, but he sneaked in and
kept aback seat. Mr. Rushing still
think that it would be sensible for
the mtn to come to church without
coatjand he will continue to advo-
cate tl,e idea and give the invitation
durinii the summer months.
FOR SALE-Fine farm of 400
acres brie mile from Pembroke, Ky.,
large 2 -story house and all necessary
farm knd outbuildings, 95 acres of
fine timber.
tf WINFREE & KNIGHT.
ON RETIRED LIST.
LAKE MOHONK, N. Y. Aug.
19.-Rear Admiral Robley D. Evans,
having reached the age of 62 years,
went on the retired list yesterday
and many of his friends and ad-
mirers gathered here to express their
appreciation of his services to his
country. A handsome loving cup
was presented to the admiral and
many eulogistic speeches were made
Just received, some new local view
post cards. L. L. ELGIN. it
To Bury His Baby Buddy Nichols
'Returns to Kentucky From Missouri
Whipped and Forced to Leave the State by Night Riders, He Comes Back on
Sad Pilgrimage.-His Pitiful Story.
PERSONAL GOSSIP.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Johnson
and little daughter Elizabeth, of
Paducah are visiting the family of
Mr. Joseph Beazley on Central Ave.
East.
Prof. Edmund Harrison tale re-
turned from Virginia.
Miss Maud Rutherford, of the
Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle, is visit-
ing Miss Hallie Collins, on South
Virginia street.
Miss Lydia Schalk and Theodore
Schalk, of St. Louis, are visiting the
family of J. D. Higgins.
George Wilson has returned from
a weeks' visit to Uniontown.
George Green, of Clarksville, was
in the city yesterday.
Dr. T. W. Blakey and son, Church-
ill, have returned from a six week's
visit in California.
Mrs. Rosa Bramham, who has
been with her son in Minnesota for
a year, is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Gus T. Brannon.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Frankel will
leave this afternoon for New York.
They will be met there by Mr. Sam
Frankel, who is returning from a
six weeks' trip abroad.
Mrs. T. W. Blakey and daughter,
Miss Sallie George, returned this
morning from a sojourn in Asheville,
North Carolina.
Mrs. T. C. Nall, of Forest City,
Ark., who has been visiting here,
has gone.. to Cerulean.
T. M. Jones left this morning for
New York.
CONTRIBUTIONS
Are Being Made to the Bryan and
Kern Campaign Fund.
The first contributions to the Bry-
an and Kern campaign fund have
been made in response to the offer
made by the New Era to receive,
publicly acknowledge and forward
to the proper person all donatione
that might be made.
The fleet outside contribution to
be made was that of Mr. 0. Keacti,
Who gave a dollar. This is only a
beginning and now that the giving
has been started many are expected
to help out in this respect. The con-
tributions to date are:
Kentucky New Era.. ...... WOO
0. Keach    1.00
GONE TO CADIZ.
Ed Neblett, Who Fell From a Window,
Is Taken to His Home.
Ed Neblett, the man who fell from
a second story window at Mrs. Hill's
boarding house Monday night, was
sent to Cadiz today. He was to have
gone yesterday afternoon, bnt the
plan was changed. Neblett shows
the effects of his fall and it will
probably be several days before he
entirely recovers.
•
TUITION RATES
For ;Children Under age and Non-
resioents in the Public School.
The Paducah Sun says: lug the fact that the power-
WW1 his sorrowing wife ;and a tut company, which employed The attention of the public is call-
little:white coffin, Buddylichols, Nich ols, would relentlessly force ed the new schedule of tuition rates
collections of notes, which Were not -for non-resident and resident pupils
even in Nichols' possession. under age, going into effect at the
Men of means aad prominence opening of the next session August
who had been companions in crime 81st.
on raids supposedly for the benefit Primary grades I-IV $2.50 per
of the tobacco growets, ware forced rnonth, $25.:00 per year payable
to assist the unseruiiill6iiis 1t exeeut- quarterly in advance.
lug their nefarious') seherne and Grammar grades V-VIII $3.00 per
Nichols was taKen,ont ometight and month,. $30.00 per year payable
brutally whipped and Warned to quarterlyin advance.
leave the country, which he did. High school, $4.00 per month, ;40.00
It was learned upon authentic au- per year payable quarterly in ad-
thority, that Nichols recognized vance.
many of the men who attacked him, All resident children who were
and is especially positive in his not six years of age July 1st 1908,
that is those who were eligible to be
listed in ,the last census; and for
whom according to the state laws,
no money is drawn from the public
fund, will be charged for the full
year at the same rate for non-resi-
dent pupils in the primary grades,
$2.50 per month, $25.00 per year
payable quarterly in advance.
The above schedule of tuition
rates, and the rule governing the
admission of non-resident pupils
under age have been regulaely
adopted by the board of trustees,
and made a part of the rules and
regulations govelming the city
public schools.
The Illinois Central will soil round
trip tickets to Lexington, Ky.. Sep-
tember 21-24, 1908, account grand
lodge, Knights of Pythias of Ken-
tucky. Rates one first class fare.
eta.
G. R. Newman Agent.
I BADLY THEAIED
BY SIX FELLOW PASSENGERS IN
A BOX CAR.
Will Harkey, Colored, is Beaten Up,
Robbed and Forced to Jump
From Rapidly Moving Train.
Will Harkey, a negro who claims
that Clarksville is his home, walked
into town this :morning about 4
o'clock and at once sought a doctor
in order to have his lip, which was
cut almost half in two, dressed.
The negro claims that he climb-
ed into a box car on a Tennessee
Central freight last night for the
purpose of beating his way to this
place. It was dark inside the car
and he did not notice six white men
who were already ensconsed there-
in. These men grabbed him, he
says, searched him and took
$1.25 away from him, and knocked
him down. After persecuting him
to their satisfaction, Harkey says
they forced him to jump from the
train at a point about nine miles
south of here while the train was
running at about thirty miles an
hour. He then walked into town.
The negro had certainly been bad-
ly used up. When he came into
town he had to hold his lip in posi-
tion with his finger, and four teeth
were missing. No report of the oc-
currence was made to the police and
nothing has been heard of the men
who the negro claims assaulted and
robbed him.
SOLDIERS LAVING
SPRINGFIELD, Ill., Aug. 19.-
iTwo regiments of troops left here
this morning and it is now believed
that all danger of further rioting is
passed.
Many negroes left the city with
the courts.
Working For the City.
Guy Jones and Will Summers,
colored, are now working for the
city. They were out of a job for
some reason or other so Policeman
Miller arrested them on a charge of
loitering and Judge Brasher assessed
a fine of $(i against each negro. They
are working it out.
STRANGE PHENOMENON
Flock of Seventy-five Wild Geese Pass
Over Henderson Going West.
One of the strangest phenomenon
ever witnessed in this city was the
spectacle of wild geese seen this
morning flying over the city in a
westerly direction. There were a
bout fifty or seventy-five of the fowls
in the flock and they attracted the
attention of 'several people on the
street and criused a great deal of
comment, as soch a thing was never
seen in thid iteollection of some of
the oldest citizens. Some think
that it is a afieunnet of bad weath-
er, but the coneensus of opinion was
that it Ws4 is strange occurenete, but
farther than that no one could ex-
plain the myste ry.-Henderson
.
Journal.
MINE FOREMEN
06. rm....a tat% ilustaleg
Will be ricirminad Under New Law at
Madisonville.
Madisonville, Ky`., Aug 19.-An
examination for mine foremen ac-
cording to the provisions of the new
law goveroing the operations of coal
mines in Kentucky, which was pass-
ed by the last, session of the legisla-
ture will be held in Madisonville on
August 20, 21 and 22.
The examination will be conduct-
MEN WANTED
No Man Over 45 Need Apply
There's the sign that's getting to
be a gommon thing in America.
Corporations are retiring men at
50. They are not hiring anyone over
forty.
A balded man often looks ten years
older than he is.
A man with gray hair always does
It is important nowadays that a
man look as young as he is; it is
vastly important that a man having
a family dependent upon him
should take care of his hair.
If you have dandruff-get rid of it
by killing the germs.
If your hair is falling out-stop it.
If your hair is turning gray-don't
waste any time.
There is one sure remedy that will
cure these misfortunes and add you
to semain young.
Parisian Shge, the great French
Hair Restorer, is guaranteed to per-
manently remove dandruff in two
weeks or your druggist will give you
your money back.
Parisian Sage stops falling hair-it
prevents the hair from turning gray.
It is the best beautifier for ladies
hair as it makes harsh, lusteriees
hair fluffy, soft and beautiful and is
not sticky or greasy.
Parisian Sage is sold and rigidly
guaranteed by Cook, & Higgins.
Price 60 cents a bottle. If you do
not live near a druggist who sells
Parisian Sage, send us 60c, stamps
or silver, and we will send you a
large bottle charges prepaid. Giroux
Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
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PROVEN INNOCENT
Cf the Charge of Embezzlement After
Seven Years.
CHICAGO, Aug. 19.-John A.
Hinsey, who was expelled from
membership in the Knights of Pyth-
ias lodge seven years ago on a charge
of having embezzled funds belong-
ingto that order, has been reinstat-
ed. Evidence has been secured
which completely established his in-
nocence of the charge.
A FARMER'S VIEWS
EDITOR NEW ERA:-
The Christian County
Farmers' Institute to be held at Sa-
lubria Springs, Aug. 21-22 deserves
more than a passing notice from the
taxpayers and farmers of this and
adjoining counties.
The two days work has been divid-
ed into topics of utmost importance.
On the first day the whole afternoon
will be devoted to alfalfa. This topic
has been sub-diviJed and each divi-
si m will be discusstd by men who
have had experience and made a
succcess, and who are enthusiastic
in their efforts to get others to sow
alfalfa. There is no question about
this being a splendid section for its
growth, and that all of our lands
that are well drained, with good
red clay subsoil. will produce it fine-
ly. The afternoon:of the second day
will be devoted entirely to Good
Roads. Mr. John C. Duffy, our
county attorney, and Judge C. 0.
Prowse, have promised to have the
county court attend and talk to the
taxpayers about our good road sys-
tem. Surely there can be no more
Important matter for the farmers
than to find out how and where $14,-
000 dollars was spent .on' roads in
Christian county last year. That our
old system is utterly worthless is the
opinion of the people generally, and
there can be no better time nor place
to discuss this matter and devise
some better system, than under those
big trees in front of the Salubria
Hotel.
At this meeting the selection of
one or more dele ,ates to the state
Institute must be made. The county
delegates constitute our state insti-
tute, that selects our state board of
agriculture, which board in the last
few years has become a very:import-
ant factor to the farmers of Ken-
tucky.
The committee that arranged this
ed by G. A. Spillman, of Lexington, program has tried to make it as use-
and Thos. 0. Long, of Earlington, ful as possible, and assures the peo-
assistant mine inspector. Prof. C. pie of this vicinity that they will
J. Norwood, of Lexington, will pro- make no mistake in attending this
babiy be in attendance and aseist in meeting.
the examination. The examinationl A Member of Committee.
will be a strict one and the applicant
will undergo a rigid test.
The examinatian will embrace the
counties of Christian, Henderson,1
Webster, Union and Hopkins and By an act of g
eneral assembly of
Competitive Examination.
all men in charge of mines as fore- 1908, Christ
ian county is entitled to
!
W. E. GRAY,
-111V
men in these counties will be  four 
additional appointments to the
re-
quired to be examined before the State university this year.
board which will meet in Madison- An examination will be held at
vine for ttsat purpose. , the county superintendent's office
on Monday, Aug. 24, 1908, to fill
113 1113 Ire C2Kid "LYN life .41-Aliva • 114isms 
these vacancies.
t • •
&tie
‘t. 4 it;i:„.
Co. Supt. Schools.
AT EDDYVILLE
CIRCUIT COURT WAS BEGUN
MONDAY
Judge Cook Delivered Lengthy Charge
And Ordered Investigation of
Report About Himself.
EDDYVILLE, Ky., Aug. 19.-
Circuit court is in regular session
here. As usual, the presiding judge,
T. P. Cook, of Murray, opened court
with pray-er. His charge to the
grand jury was of more than ordin-
ary strength. The judge went into
the question of night riding, order-
ed another investigation and urged
the indictment of all persons of high
or low degree whom the jury may
have-reasonable grounds to believe
have been guilty of lawlessness. in
any form. He-also charged the jury
to Investigate the rumored chargts
that he and the commonwealth's at-
torney had been identified with tie
so-called /sight Rider movement,
and asked, if proof were discovered,
that they be indicted.
The sensation of the day was that
the grand jury is going to investi-
gate and probably indict certain
cases where charges of bribery and
attempted bribery have been circu-
lated. It is understood this refers
to persons who in their attempts to
apprehend Night Riders have al-
lowed themselves to ovIrreach the
limits of ordinary endeavor.
Capt. W. J. Stone is foreman of
the grand jury and declares that no
guilty man shall escape if it is possi-
ble to procure evidence against him.
Th.3re are 110 charges of night rid-
ing to be investigated and conse--
quently there is considerable inter-
est in the situation. No indictments
have been roturned in this county
heretofore.
EDDYVILLE, Ky., Aug. 19.-
About 4 o'clock Monday afternoon,
in front of L. P. Gresham's soft-
drink stand, Private Crabtree, of
Company H., state guard, of Hart-
ford, stationed here, shot Joe E.
Robertson, a painter, about 30 years
of age. rite shot was from a 30-eal-
bre Smith & Wesson revolver and
entered the mouth, knocking ou
four front teeth and ranging into
the beginning of the base of the
brain. The soldier fled with the ut-
most haste to the courthouse, offer-
ing no sort of assistance to the
wounded man. He now says the
shot was accidental, which seems to
be true from the reports of those
nearest the scene.
The greatest apprehension has pre-
vailed in this community ever since
the soldiers have been stationed
here. A soldier accidentally dis-
charged his gun Saturday in drill.
While the people have `)een fre-
quently alarmed this is the first cas-
ualty.
0
Central lnyzetors.
The following nat. nte were issued
this week to c, 1111.:t1 leventors, re-
ported by D. thvLit & Co., patent
lawyers, Washitigton, D. C.:
Kentucky-A. J. Bartlett, Shelby-
ville, frost-ealk for horseshoes; W.
J. O'Sullivan, Louisville, weather-
strip; C. E. Heinrich, Lexington,
miter-gage.
Tennessee-J. H. Allen, east Chat-
tanooga, nut-lock ; R. L. Wares,
Knoxville, Steam-trap; J. N. Wel-
ler, KnoVville, hinge.
West Virginia-W. P. Ballard,
Whitesville, envelope; G. R. Sayre,,
Stevens, car-coupling.
Copies of any of the above patorits'
Will be/furnished to our readers at
ten cents each, by D. wift;,../e., Co.,
Washington, D. C., our special, pat-
ent correspondents.
COOLER WEATHER
Somewhat cooler weather and a
desire to hear good music drew
another enormous crowd to Central
Avenue and Virginia street last
night to the weekly out door band
concert. People from the town and
country gathered early and stayed
until the' last number was concluded.
These concerts have certainly proven
a great attraction and have shows
to the people what a really excellent
musical organization Lebkueeher's
band is: The program last night
was one of the best that has yet
been presented.
LOST-On Nashville pike between
Salubria and Hopkinsville, a gold
medal inscribed Hopkinsville High
School 1I. C. D. S. Reward of re-
turned to this office. d2t & wit
El 
E.  T R IC B. IA.LIO,,sNm4
BIT Tig Re Kumasi.
• ;lee, won
4
'4
1
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Real Estate.
Here's a big bargain in a farm of
about 230 acres situated on the
;southern boundary of Christian
county with aboat 80 acres of fine
, timber, good residence, store house,
, blacksmith shop, about 5000 feet of
timber, good log wagon, farm wa-
gon, dump cart, binder, mower
wheat drill hay rake, disk ande
; smooth harrow, wheat fan, corn
sheller, cider mill and all small
tools, needed on a farm, also full set
• of blacksmith tools, all go with the
land at 415 per acre if sold at once.
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
4 miles from Hopkinsville on a turn-
pike road.
I Farm of 193 acres of land near
Swift Ford, good dwelling, tenant
house, good tobacco barn, stable,
timber and water; will be sold cheap
Farm has two sets improvements
two good totacco barns, fine stable
60 acres of timber, good stock water.
Will be sold for $5,000.
A fine farm of 200 acres of land
within three miles of Hopkinsville
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot-
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
a barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 160 acres
If desired. Very desirable property
In good neighborhood.
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop-
kinsville Ky. on the Cox Mill road.
This land is good red clay subsoil,
and lies well and is in good condi-
tion, fronts about mile on good
'.pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for
.any purpose.
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land wiih
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts.
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por-
ches, fine Mew stable, cost s700, new
barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma-
chine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
good frame house and good tobacco
barn.
400 acres desirable farming land
in Montgomery county, Tenn.,
heavly timbered, 10 miles from
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
Farm of 248%acres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
road, well improved with house 1SS
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
and I tobacco barn, good orchard of
or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
is well matured and land is in good
part and under good wire fence.
900 acres of land in Christian coun-
ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350
acres in cultivation, 550 acres in
timber, red oak, white oak, hickory
ash and poplar. The place is well
watered and productive. Has two
good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to-
bacco barns and 6 tenant houses,
and a fine storehouse and a splendid
location for country store. This
Jam is underlaid with good coal. A
mine has been operated on it for
year. Will be sold as a whole or
divided.
Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
town on good pike.
Farm of 263 acres we41 improved
2 miles east of Pembroke, Ky.
137 acres near Gracey, Ky.
, TN acres 12 miles from Hopkins-
Tile on Masons Mill road.
16644 acres on Palmyra road near
Garrettsburg, Ky.
288 acres good red clay land, well
improved, plenty of good timber and
well watered, 2 miles west of Pem-
broke, Ky.
140 acres 6 mites north on L.& N.
R. R. 
•
246 acres good improvements, 7
miles west of Hopkinsville, Price
$1500. ;
115 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons
Mill road. Price $750.
43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinaville
on pike.
102 acres 2 miles from town.
107 acres 2SS miles S. W. of Crof-
ton, Ky., on Trade Water, good im-
provements,
325 acres 3 miles south of Hop-
kinsville on pike.
263 acres 6 miles north of town.
630 acres 2 miles from Fairview,
Ky., one of the finest tracts of land
in Kentucky.
211 acres 6 miles south of Hopkins-
ville.
428 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., well improved.
100 acres 1 mile from Gracey, Ky.
180 acres fine land, well improved,
4 miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
46 acres 5 or 6 miles from town on
Kirkmansville road, good improve-
ments. Price $700.
awres 5 miles from city on the
Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
About 239 acres on Clarksville
pike 4 mike from Hopkinsville,
well improved, fine land, $65 per
acre.
276 acres fine land on Clarksville
pike, 135 acres in fine timber.
87;4 acres 3 miles south of Hop-
kinsville, about 3 acres in timber.
/45 acres 13‘ miles south of Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
126 acres on Princeton road, 12
miles from Hopkinsville, Ky., 25
acres in timber, well improved and
bottom land, $30 per acre. 43 acres
about 1 :mile from above tract, 10
acres cleat's(' balance in timber.
Price $15 per acre.
3Good3 room house on Oneal Ave.,
In good repair, with all necessary
out houses, stable ond cistern. Price
$700. This is a bargain.
FOR SALE—Fine farm of 400 acres
two miles East of Pembroke Finely
Improved and in good state of culti-
vation; 75 acres in fine timber. Price
$45 per acre.
For Sale—One of the best homes
In Kelley's Station, Ky. House with
*rooms and hall, good out houses
and 6 acres of land.
WINFREE & KNIGHT.
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FEDERAL COURT' SUFFERED WITH
ECZEMA 25  YEARS
SUIT BROUGHT BY WOMAN
AGAINST JOHN W. KELLY.
Claims That he Has Not Properly Ac-
counted For Money That Belonged
to The Plaintiff.
PADUCAH, Ky., Aug.14.—Reviv-
ing a murder tiial in Trigg county
and involving John W. Kelly, the
indicted master commissioner, and
residents of Mississippi and Ken-
tucky, a suit was filed in the federal
court, the style of which is Louise
Willis versus John W. Kelly and J.
H. Hopson. The plainliff is a resi-
dent of Miss!ssippi and defendants
are residents of Trigg county, Ken-
tucky, where the scene of action is
laid.
In the petition of the plaintiff it is
alleged that John W. Kelly was ex-
ecutor of the estate of Mrs. Mildred
D. Johnson, who left her property
of Mrs. Bessie Willis, who in turn
left the property to the plaintiffs,
Ralph Robert, Mildred Wills and
Louise Willis.
Before Mrs. Bessie Willis died,
however, Kelly was employed to
defend her in a murder trial in Trigg
county, where she was acquitted.
Mrs. Willis was allowed two claims,
one for $2,434.44 and one for $1,021.66
out of the Johnson estate. It is al-
leged that Kelly paid himself $1,021.-
66 as attorney's fees, and never ac-
counted for the rest of the state,
but, on the contrary, asserts that he
was given the claim of $2,434.44 by
Mrs. Willis.
This is the plaintiffs deny, and they
assert that he wishes to sell the land
of the estate to settle this alleged
claim. They allege that he has leas-
ed the land to T. H. Hopson for
three" years for $2,100.
John W. Kelly was formerly mas-
ter commissioner of Trigg county
and criminal proceedings of the
aommonwealth against him for
misappropriating funds, called for
trial there, were transferred to Pa-
ducah on the grounds that a fair
trial could not be gotten in Trigg
county because of Night Rider sym-
pathy. The case has never been on
trial.
YOUNG WOMAN
Defends Her Moonshine Still Against
Posse of Officers.
SERGENT, Ky.,Aug. 13.—United
States Marshal E. M. Blair and a
posse of deputies were put to rout by
Miss Mars Fouts, known as the
"Maiden Moonshiner." Miss Fouts
is a plucky moonshiner, 27 years of
age, at Beaver Creek near the bor-
der of Knott and Letcher counties.
The battle lasted about half an
hour and more than sixty shots
were exchanged.
The posse did not retreat until
Deputy Marshal Hiram Day, one of
their members had been seriously
injuied.
The woman occupied an advan tag
eous position in a ravine overlooking
the public roadway, near. her still
camp.
The government authorities have
for a long time tried to arrest her
but she has every time outwitted
the officers.
This is the third time she has en-
gaged them in battle. For eight
years it is said she has been con-
stantly engaged in moonshining and
known far and wide as the "maiden
moonshine." She fought with a 44
calibre rifle.
New
Garden Seed!
Two Packages
for
The Racket.
Incorporated
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Limb Peeled and Foot Was Like
Raw Flesh—Had to Use Crutches,
and Doctors Thought Amputation
Necessary — Montreal Woman
Writes of Cure Seven Years Ago.
BELIEVES LIFE SAVED
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES
"I have been treated by doctors for
twenty-five years for a bad case of
eczema pn my leg. They did their best,
but failed to cure it.
My doctor had ad-
vised me to have my
leg cut off, but I
said I would try the
Cuticura Remedies
first. He said, "Try
them if you like, but
I do not think they
„ will do any good."
At this time my
leg was peeled from the knee, my foot
was like a piece of raw flesh, and I had
to walk on crutches. I bought a cake
of Cuticura Soap, a box of Cuticura
Ointment, and a bottle of Cuticura
Pills. After the first two treatments
the swelling went down, and in two
months my leg was cured and the new
skin came on. The doctor could not
believe his own eyes when he saw that
Cuticura had cured me and said that
he would use it for his own patients.
Z used two cakes of Cuticura Soap,
9hree boxes of Ointment, and five bot-
tles of Resolvent, ai,d I have now been
cured over seven years, and but for
the Cuticura Remedies I might have
lost my life. I have lots of grand-
children, and they are frequent users
of Cuticura, and I always recommend
It to the many people whom my busi-
ness brings to my house every day.
Mrs. Jean-Baptiste Renaud, clairvoy-
ant, 277, Mentana St., Montreal, Que.,
Feb. 20, 1907."
SLEEP FOR BABIES
Rest for Mothers.
Instant relief and refreshing sleep for
skin-tortured babies, and rest for tired.
fretted mothers, in warm baths with
CuticurkSoap and gentle anointings
with CutItura Ointment, the great skin
cure, and purest of emollients.
Cuticura Soap (25e.), Cuticura Ointment (50e.),
and Cuticura Resolvent ( 50c.)._( In the form ofChocolate Coated Pills 25e. per vial of 60). Sold
throuchout the world. Potter Drug & Chem. Corp.
Sole Props.. Boston, Mass.
gift- Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on &an Diseases
HAILED AS LEADERS
Wright Brothers' Success With Aero-
plane Praised in France.
PARIS, Aug. 13.—The French
press unites in spontaneous and en-
thusiastic praise of Wilbur -Wright's
performance with his aeroplane at
Lemans, and unhesitatingly ex-
presses the opinion that even in this
short flight it was indubitably prov-
en that the Wright brothers are the
leaders in aerial navigation.
The average opinion is perhaps
best summed up by the Figaro,
which declares that it was not a suc-
cess, but a triumph, adding:
"This decisive victo.y creates a
revolution in the scientific world."
"This man 'right," exclaims an-
other writer," has conquered the
air."
M. BleriOt, the monoplanist, who
witnessed the flight, frankly admit-
mated that the Wright machine is
far soperior to anything yet invent-
ed. "But wait a little while," add-
ed Isleriot, "in a short time Wright
will be equaled, perhaps surpassed
for, aviation will make more prog-
ress than people imagine."
"IN THE NAME OF THE LORD"
Negro "High Priest" Kisses Young
White Girl at Newark, N. J.
NEWARK, N. J., Aug. 13.—John
A. Heckersin, a negro, who calls
himself the high priest of a band of
his race in this vicinity, each of
whom men and women, claims to be
"the new Jesus," was arrested here
today with William Hughes. a white
man, who is the follower of the sect.
Both ars held pending an investi-
gation of the order. Heckerson was
arrested on the information furnish-
ed by the 14-year-old daughter of
Huges. She said that she, with her
6-year-old sister, and brother 13
gears old, were taken to the local
headquarters of the sect, a few days
ago, by her father, and that she and
the other children were detained two
days, and that Heckerson, kissed
her "in the name of the Lord."
William Smith, also a negro, and
an apostle of Heckerson, was arrest-
ed and when they were arraigned to-
day, Hughes hailed Heckerson as
the Messiah, and said that Hecker-
son loved and kissed the children,
Hughes was a telegraph operator in
a signal tower of the New Jersey
Central railroad.
Sean the
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Election Notice
CHRISTIAN COUNTY COURT.
IN M ATTER OF
Establishment of a Graded Common
School at LaFayette, Kentucky.
Order of Election.
At a regular term of this court,
held on the 3d of August, 1908, and
it appearing that the petition signed
by the following persons:
"C. H. Bagby, C. B. Fraser, W.
R. Rcse, W. D. Rose, Samuel Bum-
pus, J. F. Kirkman, S. C. Northing-
ton, J. J.Ezels E. J. Roper, J. F.
Stone, F. J. Fraser, Walter Garner,
R. L. Horn, W. N. Taylor, W. T.
Keatts, R. S. Wootton and S. M.
Fraser, was filed with the County
Judge of Christian County at the
lust regular term of this court,
which occurred on July 6, 1908, ask-
ing that a graded common school by ,
organized with the boundary as
follows:
"Beginning at a point on the
Roaring Springs road, westwardly
mfrom Joe Ezell's residence including
his farm—the above mentioned point
being two and one-half miles from
the Common School building itt the
town of La Fayette; thence south-
west to Joseph Beazley's farm, in- I
eluding same; thence southwardly
Ito T1 H. Joiner's farm, excluding
same; thence southeast to and with
Trigg county line to the Tennessee
line, T. M. Clardy's farm, excluding
same; thence with said line, east-
wardly to a point north of F. T.
Summer's farm, excluding same,
thence northwardly to J. T. Han-
cock's farm, excluding same; thence
northeast to east boundary at T.,11. I
Elliott's farm including same;
thence northwest to George Boddie's
Baggett place excluding same;
thence northwest to P. E. Sherill's
farm excluding same; thence west
to the intersection with LaFayette
and Hopkinsville road and La-
Fayette and Mill road, excluding
farms of Mrs. N. E. Combs and Sid
Hancock's, to remain in the orignal
Bennettstown district; thence north-
west to Cayce farm, excluding same;
thence more northwest to John
Robinson's farm, excluding same;
thence west to Charley 13agby's
farm (formerly Thomas Terry), in-
cluding same; thence southwest to
the intersection with _ the Roaring
Springs road at the farm of
Joe Ezell 's to the beginning".
And that the site of the
building for the proposed graded
school be the present site of the
common school building for district
No. 29, at the corner of Harrison and
North Cross streets in the town of
LaFayette, Kentucky, which site,
is certified to be not more than two
and one-half miles from any part
of the boundary cf said proposed dis-
trict. And it appearing that said
petitioners are tax payers, legal vot-
ers and residents of the proposed
graded common school district and
of the first justice district in this
county.It further appearing that the
county superintendent has endorsed
on said petition his approval of same
and that a majority of the trustees
of said common school districts No.
29 and No. 17, which will be embrac-
ed in said proposed graded common
school district in whole .or in Part.
have endorsed their approval on
said petition, as provided by law,
and the court being sufficiently ad-
vised, orders that J. M. Renshaw,
sheriff of Christian county, be, and
is hereby directed, to cause a poll
to be opened, and an election to be
held at LaFayette, Kentucky, on
the 12th day of September 1908. The
same being forty days or more after
the entry of this order, for the pur-
pose of taking the census of the legal
voters, residing within the boundary
of said proposed graded common
school district, whether there shall
be levied and collected an annual
tax of fifty cents on each WO, of
property value therein, subject to
state and county taxation owned by
white persons; and $1.50 of poll tax
on each white male inhabitant of
said proposed graded common school
district over twenty-one years of
age, for the purpose of establishing
and maintaining a graded common
school district therein, as provided
by law.
The officers of said election will al-
so cause the legal voters of said
proposed graded common school
district to vote for five persons to be
trustees of same in case said tax
shall be approved. The officers of
said election will make return in
due form, and according to law of
the result of said election at the
earliest day practicable, after said
election shall have been held.
CHARLES 0. PROWSE •
Judge of Christian County Court
Notice is hereby given that in
obedience to the above order of the
county court of Christian county, I
will hold an election at the time and
place indicated therein from seven
o'clock, a. m. until four oclock p. m.
for the purposes set out in said or-
der; and that said election will be
held in common school building for
district No. 29, at LaFayette, Ken-
tucky. Those who may vote are
white males over twenty-one years
old, who have been residents of the
proposed graded school district for
sixty days, and in the county for
six months, and in the state, one
year preceding day of said election.
August 14th, 1908.
J. M. RENSHAW,
Sheriff of Christian County.
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Theft B C and X Y of
A VERTISING
A SERIES OF TEN TALKS ON ADVERTISING No 1written by Seymour Eaton of Philadelphia
A story is told of a prisoner who called the judge
a fool. The judge fined him $10. He paid the fine
but asked: "Do you fine people for thinking, your
Honor?" The judge answered in the negative.
"Well," he said, "I think you're a fool still."
If I should print my personal opinion of some big
advertisers like as not I'd get fined; but it is perfectly
safe to think,
If a traveler came to you and talked of the stuff
which his house prints as advertising you would put
him down at once as an idiot.
The talk is unnatural; sounding brass and a
tinkling cymbal; unreal, insincere, dead. The reader
feels that it isn't the advertiser who is talking; that
there really isn't anybody talking; that the words are
just printing.
Good advertising is good talk; the frank, honest
kind that convinces.
An advertisement of one hundred words should
make the reader think five thousand words; and
herein is the whole secret of good copy. It isn't what
you say that counts but the chain of thought which
your advertising creates.
The more you fuss over your advertising copy the
poorer the result. It isn't a job to stutter about or to
apologize for or to burn midnight oil over. If you
want to make an advertising hit all you need to do
is to talk to the reader of the newspaper as you talk
across the counter to a customer.
Two Irishmen chased a wild-cat up a tree. Pat
went up to shake him off while Mike remained below
to catch him when he fell. Both were successful, but
Mike and the wild-cat were soon in a rough and
tumble scrap below. Pat called out 'Shall Oi come
douwn an' help you howld him, Mike?" "Naw!
Begorra, come douwn, Pat, an' help me let him go."
Advertising is a wild-cat up a tree. Once you
have shaken him off, the problem of "letting go" is
quite as difficult as the problem of "howlding on."
But what you need in either case is nerve; and a
reasonable assurance regarding the future.
It rarely pays to splurge. Make your appropria-
tion deliberately •and carefully. Prepare good copy.
Advertise continuously; every day or at least every
week. Your store is the seed or the plant. The
advertising is the rain and the sunshine. You can't
rush the growth It may take weeks or months to
produce flowers or fruit.
(Copyright, 1908, by Tribune Company, Chicago.)
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The BEST Fire Insurance that any country building can have is a
Cortright Metal Shingle Roof
It cannot burn. It cannot leak. It never needs repairs, and makes -A
the handsomest long lived roof on the market. Insurance Companies
recognize its advantages and are glad to quote lower prices where it is
used. go Drop in and see them. jib_
Forbes ManTg. Co., Incorporated Hopkinsville, K y
leld Seed
We have anything you want in this line. Be sure
to get our prices before you buy. We exchange
everything with you. Bring us your corn and get
top prices either in seed or money.
Monarch Grain Co.,
(Incorporated) Wholesale and Retail
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BOGUS CHECKS PASSED BY NEGROES
ON BUSINESS MEN OF HOPKINSVILLE
NAME OF LUCIAN H. DAVIS WAS
FORGED
HOW THE GAME WAS WORKED
All Make Their Escape, But Officer
Miller Fired Shot at One
of Them.
Thirteen, and possibly fourteen,bo-
gus checks for $12 each were passed
on merchants of Hopkinsville Satur-
daynight by two slick negroes who
gave their names as Will Jones and
Charlie Bennett. In each instance,
the signature of Lucian H. Davis,
the concrete contractor, had been
signed to the checks, the forgery be-
ing a very poor one to any one who
was at all acquainted with Mr. Da•
vis' signature. On each of the
checks was the statement "For con-
crete work."
Those who were victimized for
one check each were C. B. Williams,
J. W. Overby, E. Tanner, G. E.
Carpenter, W. W. Littlefield,
The Haddox and Max Raubold. In
each of these places only one check
was presented but in three stores
the negroes worked together, each
presenting his check and receiving
the value thereof. Those who cash-
ed two checks were The John Moay-
on company, Jared Hawkins and R.
A. Fuller.
At Virginia and Second avenue,
Policeman Miller, who was on the
lookout for the negroes, came very
--vear catching the one called him-
self Will Jones. The negro had just
come out of a store on that corner,
the proprietor wa , still holding the
check which had been presented to
him in his hand. Policeman Miller
heard enough of the conversation to
know that the negro was the man he
was after and he reached out to
.catch him but the negro darted
around the corner, running over two
men as he did so. and made his es-
ospe although the officer fired one
shot af er him.
The plan of procedure was about
the same in every instance. One or
both of the negroes would enter a
store and make SOM 3 small pur-
chases and present the check in pay-
ment. In nearly every instance the
paper was readily accepted and the
balance was paid the swindlers in
cash. Although they operated all
over town the forgery was not dis-
covered and the fact reported to the
police, until late in the evening and
the iperience of Mr. Miller was the
ly time the police had anything
/ like a chance at capturing the of-
fenders.
The same scheme is said to have
been worked at Bowling Green and
Clarksville recently and it is be-
lieved that ihe same negeoes pulled
- off the game. In both towns the
negroes signed the name of concrete
contractors to the checks and claim-
ed that the money was due them as
wages.
The police here have notified the
surrounding towns and are keeping
a close watch locally and hope to
Land the negroes shortly.
Why James Lee Got Well
Everybody in Zanesviile,O.,knows
Mrs. Mary Lee, of rural route 8. She
writes: "My husband, James Lee,
firmly believes he owes his life to
the use of Dr.King's New Discovery
His lungs were so severely affected
that consumption seemed inevitable
when a friend re3ornmended New
Discovery We tried it and its use
has restored him to perfect health."
Dr. King's New Discovery is the
King of throat and lung remedies.
For coughs and colds it has no equal
The first dose gives relief. Try it!
°I-Sold under guarantee at Cook Az
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy. 50c
and $1. Trial bottle free.
PROHIBITION IS FAILURE.
ATLANTA, Ga., Aug. J.3.—J. B.
Richards, leader of the Anti-saloon
league in Georgia, flatly admitted
that prohibition has' proven a failure
in the state. He says it is easy to
get all the "joy juice" one wants in
Atlanta.
Don't Be Blue
And loose all interest when help is
within reach. Herbine will make
that liver perform its duties proper-
ly, J. B. augh, Elba, Ala.,writes:
, "Being a constant sufferer from
constipation and a disordered liver,
"I have found Herbine to be the best
medicine for these troubles on the
market. I have used it constantly.
I believe it to be the best medicine
of its kind, and I wish all sufferers
from these troubles to know the
good Herbine has done me. For sale
by L. A. Johnson & Co.
PERSONAL GOSSIP.
(From Saturday's:Daily)
T. B. and R. M. Fairleigh left this
morning for French Lick Springs.
Mrs. W. T. Tandy and children
have returned from Cerulean.
W. E. Adcock has returned from
Virginia.
James D. McGowan has returned
from Trigg county.
Mr. and Mrs, L. M. Cayce have
returned from Dawson.
R. C. Hardwick is at home after
a business trip to New York.
Mr.and Mrs. Therus L. Gant leave
tonight for Chicago to spend about
two weeks.
Mrs. Henry Perkins and little son,
of Pensacola, Fla., are visiting the
family of Mr. H. II. Abernathy.
Mrs. Robt. L. Woodard and son
Robert, and Miss Jean Goldthwaite
have returned from Cerulean.
Miss Elizabeth Seargent has re-
turned from a visit to Pensocola,
Fla.
W. T. Tandy has gone to Atlantic
City, New Jersey, and other eastern
points.
Mrs. Eliza Harper, of Trigg coun-
ty, is visiting the family of E. B.
Long.
Mr. Chas. E. Major, of Nashville,
passed through the city yesterday
enroute • to Cadiz, where he will
spend his vacation with his mother.
Mrs. Harvey Dunitp left this
morning for St. Louis to join her
husband, and will be absent from
the city until the last of September.
Mrs. Hannah Morton left this
morning for St. Joseph, Mo., after a
visit to Mcs, Brownell and Mrs.
Morton.
Miss Jean Pollard, of St, Bethle-
hem, returned Wednesday from a
visit to friends at Hopkinsville. -
Clarksville Leaf Chronicle.
Mrs. S. H. Erskins and son, of
San Antonio, Texas, are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Ennis on Cen-
tral avenue.
(From Monday's Daily
Mrs. T. C. Nall, of Forest City,
Ark., is visiting Mrs. T. W. Wooton.
J. T. Wall leaves tomorrow for
New York.
Mrs. May Y. Humphries has gone
to New York to be absent about two
weeks.
Mrs. M. L. Bacon, of Memphis, is
visiting relatives here.
Jno. Young and W. P. Qualls left
this morning for French Lick, Ina.
Dr. J. D. Clardy, of Newstead, is
in town today.
T. H. Elliot, of LaFayette, is here
today.
I. P. Whitehead, of Lynchburg,
Va., is visiting the family of E. W.
Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Morrison, of
Nashville, are visiting the family of
E. W. Walker.
Mrs. Mary Thomas and Miss Corry
Phelps have returned from a visit
to Mrs. William Cowan in Chicago.
Misses Lilie Owen and Bessie Seay
have returned from a trip through
the west as the guests of the Nash-
ville American. The young ladies
went by way of Chicago and Min-
neapolis, spent five and one half
days in Yellowstone National Park
and visited all the principal points
of interest between !Jere and Den-
ver.
Miss Bessie Reeves, of Murfrees-
boro, Tenn., is the guest of Miss
Mollie Nichols on Sixth Avenue
East.
Diarrhoea Cured.
''My father has for years been
troubled with diarrhoea, and tried
every means possible to effect a cure
without avail," writes John H. Zir-
kle of Philippi, W. Va. "He saw
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy advertised in the
Philippi Republican and decided to
try it. The result is one bottle cured
himand he has not suffered with the
disease for eighteen months. Before
taking this remedy he was IS con-
stant sufferer. He is now sound and
well, and although sikby years old,
can do as much work as a young
man." Sold by Andersondrifowler
Drug Co., incorporated.
• 
The Truth
Every person in this city who is suf.
feting from Eczema, Pimples, Dand-
ruff or any form of skin or scalp dis-
ease, can find relief and be permanent-
ly cured by Zemo, a clean liquid for
external use. All durggists scU MMO
Sold by Anderson & Fowler Drug
Co., incorporated.
Mild Laxative
For Baby's Bowels
Doctor Points Out Dangers of Pills and
Cathartics
"Salts, purgatives, and violent cathar-
tics are dangerous when given babies,
children or delicate women," says a well
known doctor. "Neither should they be
given medicines containing narcotics for
stomach or bowel troubles."
It would be well for mothers to heed
this warning and keep on hand a bottle
of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin for baby
and herself and for any member of the
family that has need of a laxative or a
stomach remedy. It is safe and pleasant
to take and has cured old people of
chronic constipation and dyspepsia of
many years' standing, and yet is harm-
less for a baby as many a happy mother
can testify. It brings natural daily move-
ments, sweetens the stomach, aids di-
gestion and stimulates the torpid liver to
proper action. The children like it. Late
Weathers, the popular hotel man in In-
dianapolis, says: "The children like it.
we all use it and would not be without
it in the house." Mrs. Mattie Crouch,
Tiptonville, Tenn., cured her 5 months*
old baby of indigestion with it. Mrs.
Almon Willis, Jamaica, Vt., says it saved
her baby's life. Mrs. A. B. Cunningham,
Fresno, Calif., says she can't keep house
without it. It cured her little son of
rheumatism and stomach trouble.
Mrs. Flora Hebrew, Bow Creek, Kan.,
says: "Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
cured my little girl of constipaton. I
cannot recommend your splendid remedy
too highly for children."
Mrs. Mary E. Young, Burlington, Ia..
writes: "I cheerfully recommend it to counteract any poison which may
mothers as the best laxative for children." have gotten into the blood.
Mrs. Alice Miller, Canal Dover, Ohio,
has used Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Mr. Arnold operates a mill at
with splendid results as a laxative for West Fork and is one of the leading
children. citizens of that section. The daugh-
All druggists sell it at 50c and $1.-00
per bottle. Pepsin Syrup Co., 301 Cald- ter which was bitten is his eldest
well Bldg., Monticello, Ill., will send a child
free sample to any one who has never
used it and will give it a fair trial. The dog was killed soon after bit-
CHILD BITTEN
ON HAND AND ARM BY A RABID
DOG AT WEST FORK
Little Girl Seized and Badly Injured b
A Dog Which Was a Pet
Of the Family.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Turner and
three children, of Memphis will ar-
rive tomorrow to visit. relatives.
August time, tells on the nerves.
Buz that spiritless,no ambition feel-
ing can be easily- and quickly al-
tered by taking what is known b.-•
druggists ever.% where as Dr. Shoop's
Re,torative. Within 48 hours after
beginning to use '11.4 Remtnrazive,im-
provPment will no inn ief.d. Of
course, full health will not immedi- A Boon to Elderly People.
ately return. The gain. however,will
surely follow. And lest. ;ill; you will Most elderly people have some
realize and feel your strength and kidney or bladder disorder that is
ambition as it is ref erning. Outside both painful and dangerous. Foley's
influences depress first elle -inside Kidney Remedy has proven a boon
to many elderly people as it stimu-
lates the urinary organs, corrects
irregularities and tones up the whole
system. Commence taking Foley's
Kidney Remedy at once and be
vigorous. For sale by L. A. John-
son cir Co.
The five-year-old daughter of A.
J Arnold, of West Fork, was bit-
ten by a rabid dog Sunday. The
dog, which was a pet of the family,
seized the child on the hand and
arm. The wounds in themselves are
nothing to cause uneasiness but on
account of the poison which was in-
jected from the dog's fangs they are
Heart Strength
Heart Strength, or Heart Weakness, means Nerve
Strength, or Nerve Weakness—nothing more. Pos-
itively. not one weak heart in a hundred is, in it-
self, actually diseased. It is almost always a
hidden tiny little nerve that really is all at fault
This obscure nerve—the Cardiac, or Heart Nerve
—simply needs, and must have, more power, more
stability, more controlling, more governing
strength. Without that the Heart must continue
to fail, and the stomach and kidneys also have
these sama controlling nerves.
This clearly explains why, as a medicine, Dr.
Shoop's Restorative has in the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. ?hoop first sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocat-
ing heart distress. Dr. Shoop's Restorative—this
popular prescription—is alone directed to these
weak and wasting nerve centers. It builds:
it:strengthens: it offers real, genuine heart help.
If you would have strong Hearts, strong di-
gestion, strengthen these .nerves — re-establish
them as needed, with
Dr. Shoop's
Restorative
ANDERSON-FOWLER DRUG CO.
(Incorporated)
Death of Baby.
(From Monday's Daily)
regarded as serious. A four week's old infant of Mr.and
The wounds were cauterized this Mrs. Earnest Brown, of Crofton
morning by Dr. Watts. Arrange- died this morning.
ments are now being made to carry]
the child to Chicago where she will
be given the Pasteur treatment. It
is believed that this will completely
ing the child, but before this was
done it had bitten several other dogs
in !the neighborhood. Those who
saw it say there is no doubt but that
it had hydrophobia. The people of
that section are keeping a close
watch on all dogs and a further
spread is not expected.
and Kidneys will useally fa 'l
Strengthen the- e failing nerves with
Dr. Shoop's Restorative and see how
quickly health wi'l be yours again.
Sold by Anderod&Fowler Drug Co.,
incorporated.
2 1,',..7.11••••
Don't Grumble
When your joints ache and you suf-
fer from Rheumatism. Buy a bottle
of Ballard's Snow Liniment and get
instant relief. A positive cure for
Rheumatism, Burns, Cuts, Con-
tracted Muscles, Sore Chest, etc. Mr
I. T. Bogy, a prominent merchant at
Willow Point, Tex., says that he
finds Ballard's Snow Liniment the
best all round Liniment he ever us-
ed. Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
The foot prints of Dyspepia have
been directly traced to the stomach
nerves. When the "inside nerves"
fail,indigestion and stomach distress
must surely result. For this, drug-
gists everywhere are supplying a
prescription known as Dr. Shoop's
Restorative. First, these tiny inside
Stomach,Heart,and Kidney nerves
fail. Then gas belching, Heart palpi-
tation, or failing Kidneys follow.
Dont drug the Stomach, or stim-
ulate the Heart or Kidneys. That is
wrong. Strengthen these failing
nerves with Dr.Shoors Restorative.
It is the nerves: not the organs that
are calling for help. Within 48 hours
after starting the Restorative treat-
ment,you will realize the gain. A test
will tell. Sold by AndersonekFowler
Drug Co., incorporated.
PRANG'S NEIV DISCOVER1
Will Surely Stop That Couch.
To learn
Bookkeeping
Shorthand
and
Telegraphy.
Over 500 students
annually.
Nine teachers. Sixty
typewriters.
Positions for gradu—
ates.
Send for catalog.
BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Evansville, Ind.
"hielm's GrgiteSt Business Sdier
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM 1
Cleanses and beiort:fies ta• hair.
Promnotes • lUUr.fli growth.
Never Fei:s Restore Gray
Hair .to its Youthful Color.
Cures scalp diReaw.• a hair falling.
30c, and LOO at ..&aggieks
— -
The South Kentucky
Building & Loan
Association
(Incorporated)
Offers You the Best Investments
for Your Savings.
Because it invests its funds
solely in first mort-
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple in this city, and thus avoids
all of the risks attendant upon
commercial banking.
Because all of its loans arepayable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.
H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J. E. McPherson, Sec.
.• •
6 Pleces"Sanito"Cooking Ware
Absolutely
Given Away!
One Kettle,
t,;apacit. 4 quarts
One Cooking Kettle,
Capacity 2 quarts
One 2-piece Self-Basting
Roaster, full size.
One Bake Pan, capac-
ity 2 quarts
One Bake Pan, capac-
ity 1 quart
FREE AbsolutelyGiven Away!
What "Sanito" Is
It is the ware you see advertised in all the leading Ladies magazines, especially those
dealing with the culinary art. It is never sold at retail and you cannot buy it from th
manufacturers for a penny less than $2.50 per set and expressage. The great excellence
of earthenware cooking vessels over tin or iron is known to all, 1- ut the difficulty has al-
ways been the increased cost of the earthenware. By &ing 8 snit° earthenware cooking
vessels you secure the very best results, the food will not burn or stick, there is no danger
of ptomaine poisoning and no odor remaining in the v )ssel.
Sanito ware, produced by a skillful blendirg of clays, is mechanically perfect, of
convenient sizes and shapes for all ordinary pm poses. Sanito will cook food evenly and
without burning it. It has an inside lining burnt right into the clay, which is absolutely
acid proof, and never cracks nor scales. You can cook anything from strawberries to
cabbage in Sanito without one kind becoming tainted or discolored from what preceefied.
Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums and theusands of progressive housekeepers use it ex-
clusively. Its cleanliness and wholesomeness makes it especially valuable in preparing
food for the sick, while for all general cooking purposes it should displace unwholesome
and dangerous metal vessels.
T.ie fact that Sanito is a non-conductor of heat makes it more economical to use than
other ware. It retains heat much better than metal. It will be particularly welcome in
omes where the difference between "cooked" and "well cooked" food is appreciated.
How To Get It.
To every person who subscribes to the Weekly New Era, paying $1.00 for one year in
advance and 98c for expressage and packing charges, we will give ABSOLUTELY FREE
a full set of this $2.50 ware—the genuine Sanito.
To every person who is now taking the New Era and who pays up all arrearages, if
y, and one year in advance and the 98c for the expressage and packing charges, we
will give a set of Sanito.
Orders given to agents will not be-accepted on this offer—everything must come direct
to this office. We are making an unusual concession in offering this ware and cannot af-
ford to pay agents' commissions too.
Every set comes packed in a separate box and we have a supply on hand, so that
when your order is received it can be delivered promptly. This ware is delivered free of
all charges at this office. If further express or freight charges are necessary they must
be borne by tke purchaser.
Call at Our Office and See Samples.
Address, THE KENTUCKY NEW ERA,
Circulation Dept. Hopkinsville, Ky.
I.
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OUTLOOK IS POOR
FOR GETTING CLAIMS AGAINST
STATE PAID.
Republicans Are Getting The State
Treasury in a Worse Condition
Than Ever Before.
Holders of claims against the state
may get them paid this fall and they
may not, but the probability is that
but few claims will be paid from now
on until after October. State Treas-
urer Edwin Farley issued the follow-
ing statement:
"I tfind that in order to pay the
school teachers the first installment
which is due the first of October, we
will be unable from now on up to
that date to pay but very few war-
rants which may be issued. There
will be due the schools on October
1 next about $440,000. We now have
a balance of about $182,000 on hand.
The total collections for August and
September last year were a tittle
over $672,000, while the expenses for
the (same months were something
over $621,000, almost an offset, as
you will see. You can see at once
that if we pay the schools we can
pay but few of the other claims until
after the sheriffs send in taxes col-
lected, which will not be earlier
than November. The schools are
entitled to their money, because we
have been borrowing largely from
the school fund to meet general ex
penses. If we had not done this
there..would be plenty in the school
fund to meet this payment. The
total expenses for running the state
in its :different branches has been
more each year for the last number
of years than the income from taxes
and all other sources and why our
last legislature, knowing this fact,
failed to provide means to meet all
demands, and was so lavish in mak-
ing other appropriations, is some-
thing I do not understand."
Cared Hay Fever And Summer Cold.
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Ind.,
writes: "Last year I suffered for
three months with a summer cold so
distressing that it interfered with my
business. I had many of the synip-
tons of hay fever, and a doctor's pre-
scription did not reach my case, and
I took several medicines which
seemed only to aggravate it. Fortu-
nately I insisted upon having Foley's
Honey and Tar. It quickly cured
me. My wife has since used Foley's
Honey and Tar with the same suc-
cess." For sale by L. A. Johnson &
CO.
SISTERS LOST WILL SUIT.
ELKTON, Ky., Aug. 15.—The
will of F. A. Sebree, presented for
probate in the county court, was
contested by sisters, Mrs. C. B.
Crutchfield, Mrs. David Banks and
Mrs. S. J. Banks, on the ground
that his estate was inherited from
his father. P. A. Sebree died in this
country, leaving an estate consisAng
of real estate and personal property
valued at $80,000, leaving no chil-
dren.
His sisters claimed that the estate
was left him by his father; that it
should become their property. and
that he had no right to give the
same to his wife. The court decided
the widow was entitled to the entire
estate, and the will was admitted to
record. An appeal was taken to the
circuit court.
For Sore Feet
"I have found Itucklen's Arnica
Salve to be the proper thing to use
for sore feet, as well as for healing
burns, sores, cuts and all manner of
abrasions," writes Mrs. W. Stone,of
East Polond, Maine. It is the pro-
per thing, too, for piles. Try it! Sold
unier guarantee at Cook dr Higgins
and Cook's Pharmacy. 25c.
s•_•_ss 
Sandy Snatched.
Sandy Billingeby was fined $7.60
two years ago in police court for
breach of peace. "Ah'll step jes'
'roun' de cor'nah an' git de stuff,"
he told the policemen. That was the
last seen of him until this morning
when Officer Miller recognized him
at the L & N depotand arrested him.
Billingsby swore his name was Bill
Jones and he never saw Hopkins-
ville before. Finally he got tired of
lying and confessed he had been. liv-
ing in Louisville since he ran off.
Beautiful Women
Plump cheeka, flushed with the
soft glow of health and a pure com-
plexion, make all women beautiful.
Take a email dose, of Herbine after
each meal; it will prevent constipa-
tion and help you digest What you
have eaten. Mrs Wm M Stroud,
Midlothian, Tex.. writes: "We have
used Herbine in par family for eight
years, and found it the best medi-
cine we ever used for constipation,
bilious fever and malaria." Sold by
L. A. Johnson I Co.
To Rural Carriers
wlitmr"141111,11MIIIMINNW
WEEKLY KINTUCKY N EW ERA.
To the rural letter carriers of Ken-
tucky: Brother carriers—The meet-
ing of the Kentucky Rural Letter
Carriers association has been called
to meet at Owensboro on the first
Monday (on Labor Day,)in Septem-
ber. Now fellow carriers, we hope
to make this the best meeting that
has ever been held by rural carriers
in Kentucky, and can only do so by
the hearty co-operation of all of the
rural carriers in Kentucky.
We want all delegates to arrive in
Owensboro on Sunday before the
meeting,and will meet at the Owens-
boro postoffice at 7 o'clock p. m. and
attend church in a body. After ser-
vices we will go again to the post-
office and outline the day's work for
Monday. This is necessary from the
fact that all will have but one day
for our work. We also desire that
all delegates notify the undersigned
when they will arrive and on what
railroad, so we can meet them at the
depot.
Let all counties that have not or-
ganized do so immediately and send
delegates to this state convention.
All state papers which are friendly
to rural letter carriers, please copy.
F. K. MOSELEY, Pres.
W. D. NAPIER. Sec.
Daviess County RA L. C.A
A Valuable Agent.
The glycerine employed in Dr.
Pierce's medicines greatly enhances
the medicinal properties which it
extracts and holds in soluticn much
better than alcohol would. It also
possesses medicinal properties of its
own, being a valuable demulcent,
nutritive, antiseptic and antifer-
ment. It adds greatly to the efficacy
of the Black Cherrybark, Golden
Seal root, Stone root and Queen's
root, contained in "Golden Medical
Discovery" in subduing chronic, or
lingering coughs, bronchial, throat
and lung affections, for all of which
these agents are recommended by
stanaard medical authorities.
In all cases where there is a wast-
ing away of flesh, loss of appetite,
with weak stomach, as in the early
stages of consumption, there can be
no doubt that glycerine acts as a val:
uable nutritive and aids the Golden
Seal root, Stone root. Queen's root
and Black Cherrybark in promoting
digestion and building up the flesh
and strength, controlling the cough
and bringing about a healthy condi-
tion of the whole system. Of course,
it must not be expected to work mir-
acles. It will not cure consumption
except in the earlier stages. It will
cure very severe, obstinate, chronic
coughs, bronchial and laryngeal
troubles, and chronic sore throat
with hoarseeess. In acute coughs
it is not so effective. It is in the
lingering coughs, or those of long
standing, even when it is accom-
panied by bleeding from the lungs,
that it has performed its most mar-
velous cures.
MASI'KEE'S WILL
Was Probated in County Court This
Morning.
(From Monday's Daily)
The last will and testament of Mrs
Annie E. McKee, was probated in
county court this morning. The in-
strument is dated August 7, 1903 and
the names of W. H. Hancock, E. E.
Wash and J. W. McKinney are
signed to it as witnesses.
All of the silverware and house-
hold furniture is left to the three
daughters, Sarah and Lizzie McKee
and Carrie M. Roper. The same
children also inherit the farm known
as the "Longview farm" and $1,350
in cash. This to be held in trust for
them by the Planters Bank & Trust
company but at the end of tnree
years from the date of the will they
are allowed to come into actual pos-
session should they so desire. The
balance of the property, which is
not listed, is to be divided equally
among the six children, Robert S.
McKee, Kee R. McKee, Sam M.
McKee, Sarah H. McKee, Lizzie
McKee and Carrie M. Roper. In
cafes any of the heirs attempt to
have any of the provisions of the
will changed such a one is to receive
the sum of $1 as his or her share.
Kee R. McKee is named as executor
of the will.
Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved.
Mr. Edward E. Henry, with the
United States Express Co., Chicago,
writes, "Our General Superintend-
ent, Mr. Quick. handed me a bottle
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy some time ago to
cheek an attack of old chronic diar-
rhoea. I have used it since that time
and cured many on our trains who
have been sick. I am an old soldier
who served with Rutherford B.
Hayes and William McKinley four
years in the 23 Ohio Regiment, and
have no ailment except chronic di-
arrhoea, which this remedy stops at
once. Sold by Anderson&Fowler
Drug Co.,incorporated.
Dr. king's New Life Pills
The best In the world.
CHANGES AT ASYLUM' w' 
ShallHaN,  W
Have For Dessert?
Try JEILL-O_the dainty, appetiz-
ing, economical dessert. Can be
prepared instantly siinply add boil-
ing water and serve when cool. Fla-
vored just right; sweetened just
right; perfect in every way. A 10c
package makes enough dessert for
a large family. All grocers sell it.
Don't accept substitutes. JELL-O
complies with all pure food laws. 7
flavors :— Lemon, Orange, Raspber-
ry, Strawberry, Chocolate, -herry,
Peach.
THREE ASSISTANTS TO BE AP
POINTED AT HOPKINSVILLE
Several Democrats, it is Stated, Are
Slated to be Dropped in
The State.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Aug. 14.—
Several additional changes in the
working forces of the three state in-
sane asylums are soon to be made
by the board of control of charitable
institutions, but they have not yet
been determined upon. Seven places
have not been definitely and finally
agreed upon and will have to be fill-
ed permanently within the next few
weeks. All of these places are now
occupied by the men who had office
under the Democratic admistration.
Some of them may hold under the
new board, but it is known that sev-
eral are slated to be dropped. At
Hopkinsville, the position of super-
intendent has been filled, but three
assistants have to be appointed. At
Lakeland two assistants are to be
appointed and the same at Lexing-
ton, in each place there already hav-
ing been appointed a third assistant.
The board of control meet here at
noon today to open bids for the con-
struction of heating plants at Lake-
land and at Hopkinsville and to
receive bids for the supply of coal
used at each of the asylums. The
bids were opened, but the contracts
were not awarded and will not be
awarded probably, for several days.
The coal contract will amount to
about $50,000, although is is believed
that the coal can be secured cheaper
than the price paid last year.
It is also expected that a saving
can be effected by the use of the new
heating apparatus.
Nothing was done today about the
removal of any of the assistant
superintendents or physicians at the
asylums and this is a matter which
may not be brought up for several
weeks. At each institution there is
a superintendent and this superin-
tendent is to be given full opportuni-
ty to see what each person under him
can do. The board does not propose
to interfere with the work of the
superintendent any more than is
necessary, but will give the superin-
tendent a chance to Bele& his force.
Bankrupt Sale
In the District Court of the
United States, For the
Western District of
Kentucky.
In matter of Hopkinsville Lumber
Company, bankrupt, in bankruptcy.
OWENSBORO DI V ISION.
In pursuance of an order of sale
entered herein, the trustee, the
Planters Bank & Trust company,
will, on Tuesday, the first day of
September, at ten o'clock, a. m.. sell
at public auction, to the highest bid-
der on a credit of six months, at the
plant of the Hopkinsville Lumber
company, situated in and near the
city of Hopkinsville, Kentucky, in
which said company recently did
business the following property, to-
wit: Two parcels of land situated
near Hopkinsville, in Christian
county, Kentucky, described as fol-
lows:
FIRST TRACT: "Beginning at a
point marked by a 'stake on the Can-
ton pike; thence with the west edge
of said pike, with the meanders
thereof, 300 feet to the corner of M.
F. Crenshaw's lot on said pike;
thence with a line of said Crenshaw,
N 8334, W 410 feet to a stake another
corner of said Crenshaw, thence, at
right anglss to said second line, or
S 2834 W 300 feet to a stake; thence
with a straight line from said last
stake to the beginning; but except-
ing and excluding from this convey-
ance a lot on the mast easternly cr-
ner of said parcel, fronting fifty feet
on Canton pike and running back
one hundred feet on the northeast-
ern boundary, more or less, which
excepted strip or lot was conveyed
to C. L. Mayes, and Lis deed is re-
ferred to for accurate description of
same. This is the same lot conveyed
to J. A. Wallace and W. A. Adcock
on the 26th of January, 1904, by deed
from Fannie Phelps, Corrie Phelps
and Lillie B. Phelp, now recorded
In Christian county clerk's office in
Deed Book No. 107, at page 119, and
the said Adcock's interest in said
lot was conveyed by him and wife
to said R. H. DeTreville, on the 28th
day of December, 1906, by deed re-
corded in Deed Book No.113, at page
369, in the same office."
SECOND TRACT: "Was con-
veyed to said Wallace & Achcock,
jointly on March 8, 1906, by Fannie
Phelps. Corrie Phelps and Lillie B
Phelps by deed recorded in same of-
fice in Deed Book No. 112, page 139, (From Saturday's Daily)
and the interest of W. A. Adcock in
same having been conveyed by him
and his wife to R. H. DeTreville by
deed dated December 28. 1906, re-
corded in same office in Deed Book
113, page 369. It is described as fol-
lows, to-wit: A certain lot or par-
cel of ground situated neat the
western limits of the said city of
Hopkinsville, in the county and
state aforesaid, on the west side of
the Canton pike or street, adjoining
the propel ty now owned and occu-
pied by the parties of the second
part, (referring to Wallace & Ad-
cock), being a part of the land de-
vised to the parties of the first part,
(referring to grantors, Fannie, Cor-
rie and Lillie Phelps), and their sis-
ter, by the will of their mother,
Mrs. Cornelia F. Phelps, dated Feb.
13, 1888. and recorded on September
7, 1896, in the office of the clerk of
the Christian county court, in
Will Book Y, at page 384, and the
interest of said sister, Mattie U.
Phelps, devised to said grantors,
Fannie Phelps and others by her
will of March 5, 1899, and recorded
in said office on August 7, .899, in
Will Book Z. at page 56, and the lot
herein conveyed being bounded and and a member of the .Hopkinsville
described as follows to wit: Begin- church of Christ.
fling at a stake, Wallace and Ad-
cock's north corner, (now Wallace
& DeTreville,) also Ktach's corner;
thence in a westernly direction 631
feet to a stake in the line of die
Tennessee Central railroad right-of
way, being 83 feet south of southern
gatepost ; theece in a southern!y di-
reetion and with said railroad right-
of-was. four hundred and forty-
seven, (447) feet to a stake in said
right-of-way; thence in an easterely
direct ion eight hundred and fifty-
eight (868) ft. to west edge of Canton
pike.., at a stake; thence in a north-
ensteTnly direction and with the
west elge of the said Canton pike
two hunired and sixty-nine (269,)
feet to the corner of Wallace & Ad-
cock's, (now Wallace & DeTreville)
present lot of said pike; thence with
their present line arid in a westernly
another of their cnrn ers; thence 
Itching Skin Diseasesdir4tion, three hundred feet to
with their present western line in a
northernly direction, to the point of
beginnning, containing, by survey of
Rodmae Y. Meacham, eight 63-100
aeres (853 )"
Also, all the machinery and ap-
pliances, which constitute the plant
recently operated by said company;
also certain lumber and materials  
and other personal property.
Said real estate will be first offered
in two lots, together with the ma •
chinery as follows; Thh second tract
of land, described above with the
buildings situated thereon will be
offered first, then, the first tract of
land with the buildings thereon, to-
gether with all the machinery ex-
cept three pieces of machinery of
which J. A. Fay & Egan Co.. has
liens, which will be sold separately;
thee, the two lots of real estate, to
gether with all the machinery ex-
cept the three pieces above named
will" be offered as a whole, and the
sale madLtu7, the-. way that most
monsefsiMbe realized. Then, the
thrtie nieces of machinery above de-
scribed,which is the,enachinery that
J. A. Fay dr Egan company, of Cin
cinnati, Ohio., have a lien on will be
sold separatefp. Then, the material,
luiriber and other personal property
will be sold separately.
The purchaser or purchasers for
the real estate and machinery will
be required to give bond with good
security, or may pay cash. The lum-
ber add-other personal property than
the machinery will be gold for cash.
This is a thoroughly well equipped
plant, and Hopkinsville is a good
location for a planing mill and lum-
ber contracting business. For fur-
ther information, address the
Planters Bank & Trust Company, or
Hunter Wood & Son, Hopkinsville,
Ky. July 29, 1908.
dLLAPATANTEYR.S, 
Trustee.
& TRUST
ANSWERS SUMMONS
MR. POLK NUCKOLLS DIES AT
HIS HOME HERE
Highly Respected Citizen, a Confed
erate Veteran and Devoted Mem-
ber ot the Christian Church.
ing him for some time, and during
the past week his condition had
been critical. Mr. Nuckolls was a
victim of chronic Bright's disease.
The immediate cause of his death
was uraernic poisoning. The deceas-
ed was sixty-two-years of age, was a
native of Virginia. He removed to
Kentucky when a young man, and
spent mos tof his life as a farmer in
south Christian in the Rich com-
munity.
He was a useful citizen,agentleman
of high character and enjoyed • the
regard and esteem of all who knew
him. He was twice married. His
first wife, formerly Miss Allen,
died about six years ago. Two chil-
dren, Allen and Maud Nuckolls is
the result of this union. In 1904 he
was married to Mrs. Fowler, Lee
Laffoon, of Madisonville, a sister of
the Hon. Ruby Laffoon. She sur-
vives him.
Mr. Nuckolls was a Confederate
soldier. H3 was a lifelong Christian
Funeral services
will be held Sunday afternoon at
three-thirty o' c lock at the
late residence, conducted by Rev.
H. D. Smith, and the remains will
be interred in Rivereide cemetery.
Excellent Health Advice
Mrs. M. M. Davison, of No. 379
Gi the d. Ave., San Jose, Cal., says:
"The,werth of Electric Bitters as a
general family remedy, for head-
ache, biliousness and torpor of the
liver and bowels is so pronouncad
that I am prompted to say a word in
its favor for the betifit of those seek-
ing relief from such afflictions.
There is more health for the diges-
tive organs in a bottle of Electric
Bitten, than in any other remedy I
know 'if." Sold under guarantee at
Cook & Higgins and Cook's Pharm-
acy.
Sge Likes Good Things
Mrs. Chas E Smith, of West
Franklin. Maine. says: "I like good
things and have adopted Dr. King's
New Lire Nils as our, family laxa-
tive medicine...be nip they are good
and do•their wur ifhout making a
fuss about it." Ttese painless pur-
ifiers sold at Cook & Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy. 26c
Drive rheumatism from the blood
with Dr, Shoop's Rheumatic Reme-
dy, Tablet or Liquid, Sold by An-
derson & Fowler Drug Co., incorpo-
rated.
'4"0.1 10110011me
Are readily cured by Zemo. A liquid
for external use. Zemo gives instant
relief and permanently cures any form
of Itching, Skin or Scalp disease. All
Druggists. Write for sample. E. W.
Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sold by Anderson & Fowler Drug
Co., incerporated.,
Lean the
flignatnre
„4•
• •
James Polk Nuckolls,a prominent
AUG 21
The horse can draw the
load without help, if you
reduce friction to almost
nothing by applying
6rease
to the wheels.
No other lubri-
cant ever made
wears so long
and saves so much
horse power. Next time
try MICA AXLE GREASE.
Standard 011 Co.
Iscorporated
and highly respected citizen or -- Those desiring life insurance will
Christian county, died last midnight find it to their interest to investigate
at his home on Virginia street in the plans and record of the Mutual
this city. His health had been fail- Benefit Life Insurance company of
Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for eccno-
mical management, liberality of it:
policy contract, fair dealings with
its members and large annual divi
dends to reduce cost of your insur
ancei.y
H. D. WAIALACE, Agt
.4-4-0+.44-04441044-•-•-•-•-••••-•••••-•4
CALL ON
H. D. YONTS 1
FOR
Bargains in
Groceries and
all Kinds Feed
Cumb Phone 38-2.
H. D. Yonts,
Va. St., between 4th and 5th.
•5••44-4-4-•••+••••••••••-•-••4-e5-•-•-•.....
Clubbing
Offer
Here's a Good Onc
$1.55
The Tobacco Planter,.
published at Guthrie in the interest
of the Dark District Planters Pro-
tective Association and
The Weekly Ky., New Era
Both papers one year for $1.55.
$1.65
"The Tobacco Planter."
"The Planters Association Year
Book."
"The Weekly Kentucky New Era.
All one year for $1.66.
Ci 49. C) TA. Ilk.
The Kind Yii Have Ahrays 801461
a-4e
CURES
• SKP1 DISEASES
When the blood is pure and healthy, the skin will be soft, smooth, and
free from all blemishes and eruptions; but when some acid humor takes
root in the circulation, its presence is quickly manifested by some form of
skin disease. The skin receives its necessary nourishment and strength
from the blood. When, however, this vital fluid becomes a humor-laden
stream. it can no longer preserve the healthy, natural appearance of the skin,
but by its acrid, impure nature continually irritates and inflames the delicate
tissues and fibres and keeps the cuticle in a diseased and disfigured condition.
External applications cannot reach the blood, and therefore are beneficial
only for their ability to reduce inflammation, and assist in keeping the parts
clean. To cure any skin trouhlethe blood must-be purified of the humor&
that are causing the trouble. S. S. S. drives out the humors from the blood
so that the skin, instead of being irritated and diseased, is nourished by a
healthy, cooling stream. S. S. S. goes down into the circulation and
removes every particle of impure matter, all acids and humors, and restores
the blood to its normal, pure condition, thereby curing every form of skin
disease or affection. Book on skin diseases and any medical advice free to
all who write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
KENTUCKY'S DIGGLST SHOW1
LOUISVILLE r%
SEPT-14-15 -16•1.18.19-1908.
SIX BIG DAYS DAILY RACES
$25,000 IN PREMIUMS.
WEBERS BAND erTRArv, 20 SIM SHOWS
Fkl0 `-'11ONS
Here is the place to display your live stock and farm
products; to meet your friends; and to combine amusement
with information. Show every day, rain or shine, in our new
$100,000 Live Stock Pavilion. Be one of the quarter of a
million to visit this year's Fair.
LOW RAILROAD RATES
tis.tormatioas, exatim bleak& or cataled. sail:woo
J. W. NEWMAN. Secretary Ne Louisville, Ky.
No.
1.•
4.11100111
r4
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*VEEKTAY 1_AlsTTI7C1Cir NEW ht._
that our American rorests abound in
plants which possess the most valuable
medicinal virtues is abundantly attested
by scores of the most eminent medical
writers and teachers. Even the untu-
tored Indians had discovered the useful-
ness of many native plants before the
advent of the white race. This informa-
tion, imparted freely to the whites, led
the latter to continue investigations until
to-day we have a rich assortment of most
valuable American medicinal roots.
Dr. Pierce believes that our American for-
ests a .d in most valuable medicinal roots
the cu f most obstinate and fatal dis-
if w wu properly investigate them;
of this conviction, he
DO1 ihri-alcatal...marxelcus
covery," whisdi has moven itself to _be thq
met • • • •
-elf_tmtl_er  known to re edaTali Discience. ysPeD-
sixidtgestion. torpid liTerfunctional
and even valvular and other affections of
the heart yield to its curative action. The
reason why It cures these and many other
affections. Is clearly shown in a little book
ci extracts from the standard medical works
which is mailed free to any address by Dr. R.
V. Pierce. of Buffalo. N. Y.. to all sending
request for the same.
Not less marvelous, in the unparalleled
cures it is constantly making of woman's
many peculla affections, weaknesses and
dist rig der ements. is Dr. Pierce's
Fa orite 'rescrip to as is amply attested
by theusa testimonials con-
tributed by eful pa who havtbeen
cured by it of.ta
Ft7Troc. ir
cern- 
s (I'M • eakn ulcer-
ition.91„.gl,grus an kin _a• a ectionsto
after many other ad-vertIsed medicines. and
physicians had failed.
.4C• •C.•
Both the above mentioned medicines are
wholly made up from the glyceric extracts 
of
cktive, med1,1nal roots. The processes
 em-
ployed in their manufacture were 
original
with Dr. nerve. and they are carried o
n by
skilled chemists and pharmacists with
 the
aid of apparatus and appliances 
specially
designed and built for this purpose. 
Roth
medicines are. entirely tree from alcohol and
kll other harmful, habit-forming dr
ugs. A
full list of their Ingredients is printed On
eadb bottle-w ra9Pog.
en
Sert FREE
to houseKeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
extract of Beef
Coon BooK
telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address LEIBIG CO., P. 0. Box 27,
New York
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR Cr' aRAT.00.%Pc TrIai Bottle Free
AND ALL THROAr ARO ONGYROUBLES.
GUARANTEED S.ITTr4FACTOR
OR MONE7 REFUNDED.
Asoismor
fir. R. L. Bradicy 9
Vptpriniry surge oar.,
araduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Lag Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
tration or Stallions; fling by a nev
process. Very sgecia surgical °per
ations for tlii cure o Spavins and
Strinixhalt. Nearotomy for the cure
of lameness in Navrcular diseases.
Office at Gray (Sr G;Ites livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. & N. de-
pot. Telephone 145.
LL CALLS by letter OT telephon
promptly attended to.
HOPKINSVILIaE - KENTUCKI
11111011.444*-'-iltait. Ce...,40111011ItialLii.aiit &akar
Something
Good
1
Miller
Clark
The best in the world.
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson VIII.-Third Quarter, For
Aug. 23, 1903.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of the Lesscn, I Sam. xx, 30-42.
Memory Verse, 42-Golden Text,
Prov. xvii, 17-Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
[Copyright, 1)S, by American Press Associa:ien.]
At the beginning of last week's les-
son we referred briefly to the love of
Jonathan and David as set forth in
xviii, 1-4, and now we follow on to
consider the love of God and of
than and the murderous hatred ot
Saul. The great murderer is ever seek-
ing to kill, but the great and only life
giver is not only ever giving life. and
life abundantly, hut He Is ever pre-
rervina and caring for the life whieh
He gives. N"hen Saul instructed Jona-
than and all his servants to kill David.
Jonathan so reasoned and pleaded that
his father said, "As the Lord liveth, he
shall not be slain" (xix. 1-6). But no
reliance can he placed on a man nob-
ses'sed by sueh ait evil spirit and soon
we read that Saul sought to smite Da-
vid to the wall with his javelin and
then sent messengers to slay him in
his own house. but David escaped and
went to Samuel, and he and Samuel
went to dwell at Naioth (xix, 7-24).
From thence David returned to inter-
view Jonathan and said to him, "Tru-
ly. as the Lord liveth and as thy soul
livetta there is but a step between me
and death" (as. 3), for so it seemed ea-.
long as he was within reach of Saul.
Jonathan corld not believe this of his
father, so they fell upon a plan to as-
certain truly the purpose of Saul to-
ward David. When, shortly aftersthis.
Saul attempted to kill Jonathan also
because he took David's part. then Jon-
athan knew that it w-as determined of
his father to slay David, and he com-
municated the same to David by
means of the lad and the arrows as re-
corded in chapter ma. 30-42. our special
lesson for teday. one eannot but thin 
of the perpeae of the Jews to kill
Jesus and of hew He escnped out of
their hand again and again until ia the
eternal purpoee of God the time (erne
when t'T- weae4 permitted to to that
which His hand and counsel had re-
solved before to be done (Aqs Iv, 24).
The death of David at the hands of
Saul was not in the plan and purpose
of God, however much it may have
seemed so at times. We may not know
always just what His purpose for us
Is, but He will make it plain, and we
may be quite sure, thA if we are abid-
ing in Him nothing that is not in His
plan for us can ever reach us and all
that is in His plan surely will. We
may learn to live in God and find in
Him always a home of pence and rest.
This is our privilege, though few seem
to attain to it. See the heart of Jona-
than in verse,34. He did not care for
hleiself nee arieae dvcaase of hie fa-
ther's treateeent of him. hut "he vat
grieved for David because his frahcr
had done   shame." Seal's trea!--
ment oi his son was also his treateate
of David, for Jonathan stood for Pa-
rid. When Peal sent Onesimus home
to his former master, Philemon. he
said in his letter, "Receive him as my-
relf. and if he oweth thee aught pat
It to may acerafet." So the Lord Jesus
makes us one with Himeelf. and a-tas
ever or whatever touches one of
touches Himself. Therefore He sail
to Saul aehen persecuting the Chi':
liana '"Wha peraecntest thou Me'
He said concerning. Israel in Zech.
8. "He that toucheth you toucheth the
apple otchis eye."
See the love of Jonathan and David
In their parting after the lad laid re-
turned home (verse 4). "They !:ire '
one another and wept one with re-
other till David exceeded." :loser',
thus wept not only over Benjernin
bat over all his brethren as Ire foara.:ac
them and took them to his heart te
love them and care for them and nour-
ish them and their little ones. Doer
Jesus love us thus? For we think that
we could trust and rest in love ilhe
that. Listen to Ins own word. "As the
Father bath loved Me F.0 have I 10--ecl
you; coetleee ye in My love" (Tohe
ay. 9). How slow we are to.helieve it!
The v."0:10.1*.J•!:4 love of these two. re -
rid and Jon:int:in. is seen on a
occasion when Jonathan went to P:'-
vid and streziethened hI. hand In C '
and said to hi:, "Fear not, for the
hand of Saul, my father, shall not fled
thee, and thou shalt be king over Is-
rael. and I shall be ue::t unto • thee"
(chapter xxiii. 16. 17L There seems to
be not a particle of self in Jonathan.
his desire being all for David and his
welfare.
But what shall we say concerniaa
the love of the Son of God to us, who.
though He was rich, for our sakes Le-
came poor that we through His pover-
ty might become rich? (II Cor.
He laid aside all His glory which Ile
had with the Father before the world
was and became one of us, taking oar
nature and. greater than all. takina
our sins and suffering for them in our
ctead. that we might In due time he
lifted up to His place and share Ms
kingdom and glory. How can we re-
frain from telling it and living to
make it known to those who never
heard? As we live it and tell it we are
tomewhat like Jonathan's lad-we
know not anything as to what we are
accomplishing (verse 39), but the Lore
knows, and He has assured us that
His word will never return to Him
void, and He will watch over it to per-
form it (Dm. Iv. 11: Jer. 1. 12, R. Va. It
Is safe for us to obey and trust Him to
work out Ins own good purpoae.
"Willing and obedient" (Isa. 1, 19)
shouId be our motto.
t
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Eclipse
Stabie.
MAKE FROM ICE CREAM IN CHOIR ANGELIC
q and a small quantity of condensed
milk, if fresh milk cannot be had.
RECIPE.
M pint condensed milk costs . . . .06c.
Add enough cold water to make one
quart ....... . . . . .00
One 13e. package JELL-O ICE
CREAM Powder 13e.
Total  .19c.
Mix all together thoroughly and
freeze. Don't heat or cook it;
don't add anything else. This
makes two quarts of delicious ice
cream in 10 minutes at very small
cost.
AND YOU KNOW IT'S PURE.
Five hinds: Chocolate, Vantlla, Straw.
berry, Lemon and Undavored.
2 packages 25c. at all grocers.
Illustrated Recipe Book Free.
% The Genesee Pure Food Roy, N. V.
•
s Ka tie McDaniel
(Successor to Mrs. sara M
Richards.)
Fire, Tornado. Liability, Heglth
and Accident
INSURANCE.
I represent such time-tried com-
panies as Great Eastern Casualty
and Indemnity Company, Maryland
Casualiy Company. London &Lan-
cashire, Phoenix of Hartford, Pal-
atine and New Hampshire, fire in-
surance.
Your business, or at least a portion
ot it solicited All policies promptly
issued and delivered.
Office: 2nd Floor Odd Fellows' Bldg.
ir•- a-y.1r" loror"a.i'"c
; E. . Gray e V. L. Oates 4
Gray8bGates 
"v. 
FALSE IMPRISONMENT
Proprietors
- Kentncky
Horses Bought and Sold.
East Ninth Street
Phones, Cumh.146, Home 1107
• Crin, ILrIrsilisrf", ir" 11,41LaV-0411.
A W Wood Hunter Wood, Jr
Wood 86 Wood
Real Estate
Agents
Office, Hopper Block.
SANKEY, SWEET SINGER, WILL
NOW TAKE HIS PLACE.
•
Famous Writer of Gospel Hymns
Passes Away at The Age of
Sixty-Eight Years,
•
NEW YORK, Aug. 15.-Ira D.
Sankey, known as an evangelist
througout the Christian world, died
last night at his home in Brooklyn,
but the news of his passing did not
become generall 7 known until today.
Mr. Sankey was sixty-eight years
old. For the last five years he had
1
been blind, and had suffered from a
complication of diseases brought on
by overwork. But almost to the
last he worked at hymn writing. His
tours throughout this country and
Europe with Dwright L. Moody, the
evangelist, brought him into wide
prominence.
Sankey, it might be said, wrote
the gospel hymns of the world. In
China, Egypt, India, Japan, in al-
most every language known to man.
Sankey's hymns are sung. He re-
ceived a large income from his pub-
lications, and leaves a considerable
estate.
Among Mr. Shankey's most farni-
lar compositions are the "Ninety
and Nine," and "When the Mists
Have Rolled Away." His songs are
said io have had a circulation of
more than 60,000,000 copies.
Kentuckian, Jailed For Selling Pooled
Tobacco, Brings Suit.
LEXINGTON, Ky.,' Aug. 16-A
suit growing. out of the tobacco war
has been filed at Owenton, Ky.,
againit County Judge Yancy by
Jones Schooler, a tobacco grower,
charging false imprisonment.
Recently Schooler sold the tobacco
he had pooled in the Eliaity Society
to an indeeendent concern in Cin-
cinnati Under the Crecilius law
enacted at the instance of the Equity
to protect the society and which
prohibited, under heavy penalty,
the sale of pooled tobacco, Schooler
was arrested on his return home and
placed in jail.
Judge Yancey, it is alleged, re-
fused to accept his proffered $5,000
bond. Schooter was later released
and the suit followed.
CARUSO'S WIFE
Has Eloped, it Is Reported, With a
Young Man.
NEW YORK, Aug. 15.-The wife
alres_aereasaecalLve-,.%_,.e-x.4).-c>.‘ of Enrico Caruso, famous tenor and
figure in the monkey house episode
;
;
Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2
alt,.. (181
DR, GI P1 LSBEL,
-of the-
McKillip Veterinary
COLLEGE, of CHlt AGO,
Has returned to Hoeltinsvilie,
roc the practice of Vterinary
Surgery and Dentistry.
Office at Layne's Stable
Ninth Street.
•-ar-ar.
Dr. R. F. MtDaniel,
Practice Limited to
Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose Sik Throat
Office in Summers building near
courthouse. Phones-.office, Cumb.,
918; Home 1210. Residence, Cumb.,
210; Home 1140. Office hours: 8 to
12 a. m.. 2 to 6 p. m.
Hunter Wood 86 Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky
OR.11. C. BEAZLEY
Specialist.
EYE. EAR, NOSEIAND THROAT
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5p.
m. Office, Main St., over Kress'i
Store, Hopkinsville, Ky.
DRS FEIRSTEIN &SMITH
DENTISTS
Summer
Bldg.
Both Next to Court
Phones House
‘gr*PI it•
here, is said to have eloped from
Florence, according to copies of il
Piccolo, a Triste newspaper, whieh
reached New York.
The paper says that Caruso's wife
has fled to England with a young
man, who has been a constant visit-
or at Caruso's Florence villa during
the singer's absence.
It adds that Caruso is hee r -brok-
en, and declares that he will forgive
is wife if she will return.
Garnett Improving.
Major Jemes B. Garnett, of Cadiz
who has been at Dawson Springs for
several weeks on account of ill
health, is considerably improved
and is now able to go to the table
for his meals. He remains in his
room most of the time.-Madison-
ville Hustler.
.,„‘„,.:,,tar!Wilit-..143:4446161taiaaw
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ALCOHOL 3 PER CE F.
AVe getable Preparation funks-
similal in the Food andReguia
t ing the S tomarhs andBowels of
INFANTS "CHILDREN
Promotes DigestionfheerN-1
ness and Rest.Contains neither
0 pint .Morphine nor Mineral.,
NOT NARc OTIC.
Bff1;71 of Old Dr...2KELIMIIR
',napkin &al -
ardwalrlds#
dibaavra •
Athrlie Salts-
Anise Seed
Him Stir/ -
•
.17Itepettnint-
f=eiretz;a-
Aperfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms ,Convuls ions.Feverish-
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.,
FacSinii2. Signature of
NEW YORK. 
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
CASTER
For Infants and ellildren.
Tha Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
CASTORIA
?St CENTAUR COMPANY, NEW YORR CITY.
Illinois Central
Railraad
Time Card
Effective April 26th, 1908
NORTH BOUND.
No 236 Paducah-Cairo Express, leave  6:40 a. m.11:3)a. in.
" 340 Princeton Mixed  6.26 p. m.
SOUTH BOTJND.
26, Hopkinsville Mixed, arrives  10:00 a. m
" 205, Evansville Mail, arrives  3:50 p. m.
" 321 Evansville and Louisville Mail, arrivives 6'25 p.
G. R. NEWMAN, Agent
" 302 Evansville and Louisville Mail....
Adwell & Stowe,
Contracting Tinners and Plumbers
ROOF PAINTING AND ALL
KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
For High Class Work in These Lines Try
Us and Get Results.
Cumb. Phone 270 Home Phone 1408
-
McLean Cort.,:ze
oC lleee
(Formerly South Kentucky C Alege.)
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Preparatory and College Courses. Excellent ad-
vantages in Music and Art. Full faculty of ex-
perienced teachers; New England teachers
of Music. Day and boarding
pupils solicited
SCHOOL OPENS SEPTEMBER 8TH.
A. C. Kuykendall, H. (lay Smith,
Principal Boy's Department Principal Girl's Department.
-4444404444.4,44.444-0444-aell-0-40,4+.44-04-64-04"044.4-•44•4444414.
11
TELEPHONES
The Cumberland Telephone
& Telegraph Co.
(Incorporated)
Continues to grow-has now connected with the
Hopkinsville switch board more subscribers than
ever before in its history.
Free Country Service to Subscribers
ong Distance Connections
TeleDhones Installed on Short Notice
D. RUSSELL, Mg'r,
0011101 4.0.41.010PPORPOIPOIPPOIPO
• ierare.e..-. . •
C LIVERY, FEED and BOARDINO C
4
a ,ForsvAlsPe,41-airmILa-
ort.caira.40,,av,,r ,
— ""TrAM•r‘leon
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BUSY STORE
Advance Showing of New Voile Skirts.
The Flared Satin Trimmed Model
The Sheath and' Merry Widow Models
All the Latest Designs.
'IN WEDLOCK JOINED
11AISS PETRIE AND MR. PETRE ARE
UNITED IN MARRIAGE
t
The Romance of a Photograph and
Its Happy Consummation —Other
Nuptial Notes.
The wedding of Mr. Vernor H.
_ ?etre, of Manila, P. I., and Miss
' Annie Mae Petrie was celebrated
.Wedneaday evening at Fairview.
Biatoric Bethel Baptist church kinsville, accidentally fell into the
• was elaborately and handsomely hands of Miss Annie Mae Petrie,
E• feeorated for the occasion and it who was there at the same time.
' was filled with friends and relatives The two young women were ac-
of the couple. quainted, but became warm friends
6 Tbe ceremony was solemnized at and will be devoted sisters-in-law
11130 o‘clock. Rev. W. C. Brandon, • henceforth.
I at el.e Methodist church officiated
and ill a most impresive manner
; pronounced the vows which linked
; the lives and destinies of the popular
4 Tonne peaple. The wedding march
i was delightfully rendered by Mrs.
Mary Crum, at Springfield, Ill. The
ushers were Messrs R. E. Witt, of
Kopkinsville, Ralph and Guy
• Vaalty, of Pembroke, and Harry
• Wiklierns, of Elkton. The ;brides-
inaids were Misses McKinney,
tiazel and Fay Petrie, Sarah C.
y r etre and Marie Forgy. The maid
41t1.1_(inor WAS Miss Belle Riley, of
lA1fe't1Frille, and the beat man was
Mr. Eiwqrv C. Henning, of Evans-
the bridegroom's uncle'.
After the ceremony a brief recep-
tion WA* held at the home of Dr. W.
4 S. P;Itrie, the bride's fattier, where
congratulations were extended.
Alter this Mr.,and Mrs. Petre came
here where they boarded a train for
Chicago and San Francisco. They
will sail for San Francisco next 1 torch was applied. The hay and When the case was called for trial
Tuesday niotning on the st,aniship clover had been in the barn too long at the February term of court Judge
; Manchuria for an extensive bridil
tour before reaching Manila where
! they will reside. In this trip they
will visit Honolulu, Yokahaina, go
through Japan by railroad and
4
eateh the steamer at Kobe, thence diers, but that they went of their
to Nagasaki, Shanghai, orig Kong own accord.
Schoppert-Edwards.
C. A. Edwards and Miss Maud
Schoppert, both attendants at
the Western Kentucky Asylum for
the Insane, will be married tonight.
Nelson-Meers.
Arthur Meers and Miss Beulah
Nelson were married by Rev. 0. H.
Means, ofthe Methodist church
Wednesday night.
:
New Designs of Dress and Waist Silks
and to Manila. Counting from the cratic nomination for circuit judge.
time they left Hopki The they facts in the ease, were that,
will be en tour for thirty-seven days. after J udge Cook had been selected
The bride is the lovely and charm- the first term, he appointed Kelly
ing daughter of Dr. and Mrs. W. S. his mastet commisbioner for Trigg
Petrie, of Fairview, and the hand- county. The money in question,
some bridegroom, who is a son of about $S,000 in all, was turned over
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Petre, -of this to Kelly by his predecessor in office
city, holds an important post at and a part of it was loaned to Judge
Manila, being a valuable attache of Cook. When the campaign came
the U. S. department of public in- on Judge Bush made it an issue.
struction. The marriage was the Judge Cook admitted borrowing the
romantic result of a photograph be- money and claimed he did not know
ing delivered through a mistake of it was improper. He had paid the
the postal service, due to the simi- money back when due Judge Rob-
larity in names. ert Crenshaw, of Cadiz, was agreed
Mr. Petre and Miss Petrie met upon to try the case upon J udge nook
last spring, on his return to America voluntarily vacating the bench.
on furlough from.his duties at Mani- Commonwealth's Attorney Denny
la,but they have been corresponding P. Smith declined to prosecute, be-
more than a year, ever since a pic- cause of his intimate association with
tare of himself, addressed to his the defendant, hiving been his law
sister, Miss Saidee Petre, at Hop- partner. Judge Crenshaw app Ant
ed
W. T. Fowler, of Hopkiesville, at-
torney pro tern. Mr. Fowler resign-
ed on account of ill health and John
Stites, also of Hopkinsville, was ap-
pointed.
At the February term of court
Judge Crenshaw sustained a demur-
rer to the indictment, but his action
was reversed by the court of appeals.
The case coming up for another trial
Prosecutor Stites moved that Judge
Crenshaw vacate the oench, because
it was generally understood that
Crenshaw had been employed to de-
fend Kelly. This the judge denied
and declined to vacate. An appeal
was taken by the prosecution and
the appellate court decided that
Crenshaw should vacate. The gov-
ernor then appointed J. C. Sims, of
Bowling Green to try the case.
At a special term of court held re-
cently the prosecution filed a motion
for a change of venue, claiming that
lawless conditions in Trigg county
and the belief that the defendant was
connected with an order known as
Night Riders would prevent the
commonwealth from securing a fair
trlal. The prosecutor asked a change
of venue to Christian county but this
the judge refused giving it as his
opinion that conditions were little
better there than in Trigg. Finally
the case was sent to McCracken
county.
The witnesses in the case were rec-
ognized to appear here on the fourth
day of the September term of court,
which is the first day of October,
but the case may be set down for
trial at a later day. Judge Cook,
Commonwealth's Attorney Smith
and many others prominent in the
affairs of the Trigg county and
circuit court are witnesses.—Padu-
cah Sun.
JUDGE COOK AND ATTORNEY
SMITH CITED TO APPEAR
le The Kelly Case.—History of The
Case From The Beginning up
to The Present Time.
The transcript of the record of the
Trigg county circuit court in the
case of John W. Kelly, former mas-
ter commissioner of that county,
indicted on several charges for mis-
appropriating trust funds, which has
been received by the circuit clerk of
McCracken county reveals one of
the most remarkable cases on record
in western Kentucky
Besides the regular judge and
prosecuting attorney of the county
in which the indictment Was return-
ed, two other special judges and two
commonwealth attorneys, pro tern
have figured in the case, which as
already been passed on twice by the
court of appeals on questions of law.
Trial is now to be had in the Mc-
Cracken circuit court on a change of
venue secured by Special Prosecutor
John Stites, of Hopkinsville, af-
ter startling allegations had been
made as to the lawless condition in
Trigg county and direct charges
made that Kelly has had connection
with the Night Riders.
The indictment was returned at
the September term of the Trigg
That Barn Was county circuit court, the specific
Deliberately Set on Fire. charge being that Kelly as master
commissioner converted to his own
MURRAY, Ky., Aug. ,20.—It Is use $4,761.52 funds belonging to the
denied that the barn of 'robe Rob- estate of L. Bryant, which had been
erts caught fire from combustion held in trust by order of court fer
and it is pointed out that the stock use and benefit of V. R. Blakely and
in the barn was led out before the her children.
NOT COMBUSTION
Conclusive Evidence
for spontaneous combustion. Mr. Thomas P. Cook declined to preside
Roberts is a strong association man at the trial:giving as a reason that
and he is unable to account for the the disposition of the money belong-
burning of the barn. Mr. Roberts ; ing to the Bryant estate, had been
denied that he telephoned for sol- Made an issue in the campaign of
1903 between Judge Conk and C. H.
Bush, of Hopkinsville, for the Demo-
rr Every Stetson bears the Stetson nameWe don't have to stand and
argue to induce a man to select a
Stetson
Hat
He usually knows all about it before
he comes in, and all we need
to do is to have the style
he wants, and
you can de-
pend upon
it, we are
ready.
We have the
Stetson Soft
and Derby
Hats in all
the latest
styles
Public Speaking
The Honorable E. T. Franks, of
Owensboro, Ky., will open the
presidental campaign in the interest
of Taft & Sherman with an address
to the voters of Hopkinsville. and
Christian county, at tbe court house
on Saturday, August 'Mend., .908 at
1:30 p. in. Everybody, without re-
gard to political affiliation is earnest-
ly solicited to hear this patriotic and
able statesman. deewbt
Take Notice.
By an act of the general assembly
of 1908, Christian county is entitled
to four additional appointments to
the State University this year. An
examiaation will be held at the
county superintendent's office on
Aug. 24th, 1908, to fill these vacan-
cies. These appointments are for
four years.
W. E. GRAY
Co. Supt. Schools.
TAKE A TRAIN.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Aug. 20:
—The police arrested five suspicious
looking negro tramps in this city
yesterday for beating their way on a
Tennessee Central train and threat-
ening the train crew. The negroes,
boarded a southbound freight at
Hopkinsville, and when an attenipt
was made to eject them they acted
in such a manner that they were
left alone until the train reached
this city. The officials were tele
phoned to from Edgoten ark' went
to the Red river bridge, met the
train and took the men by surprise.
They save their names as Joe Bar-
bary, charles Gold, Eugene Doug-
las, Roger Walker and Joe Watts.
The/ first two gave CIarksville as
their home, but claimed to have
been away from the city about two
years. Douglas and Walker claim
Nashville as their home.
Fall Styles Ladies' Suits!
We received to-day 18 Ladies' Tailored Suits, made in the latest
styles; materials the most popular of the season's weaves---ideal
suits for young ladies going away to school. They were taken from
the sample line of one of New York's most fashionable tailors,
worth $17.50 to $30.00. just to speed early fall selling, take
any of them at ONE-THIRD OFF.
J. H. Anderson & Co.
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